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I. INTRODUCTION
A. Farm Management
The successful commercial farmer today is an intelligent, well-
informed businessman oriented to and responding to commercial market situ
ations in such a manner as to maximize profits. In this context farm
production is only partly dependent on natural resources and technology,
and is equally or more dependent on economic variables such as prices,
costs, and producers' income.
With the growing emphasis on economic aspects of farming together
with the trend towards greater capital intensity on farms, farm manage
ment has become increasingly complex. The restriction on the magnitude
of profits has become less one of aquaintance with farm practices and
more one of properly fitting all production alternatives into an integrated
plan consistent with resource supplies and market prices. In this setting
farm management may be defined as those decisions that affect the profit
ability of the farm business. Management concerns the process of gather
ing information, of interpreting it, of making decisions, and of accepting
the consequences of decisions made and acted upon in a previous time period.
Accordingly, successful farm management requires that the manager have
the ability to make the "right" decisions in the sense that, ex-post,
they arc the most profitable ones.
^This may not be a farmer's otiLy objcctivc, as explained on page 2.
The management process is not mechanistic but very much a human
phenomenon. It is an aggregation of interacting human goals, beliefs,
values, experiences, and expectations, constrained by exogenous physical,
social, economic, and temporal phenomena. The management process is so
complex, in fact, that social scientists are only now attempting to system
atize it for the purpose of simulating it in mechanistic models. This
approach is called a "Behavioral Thaory of the Firm" and has been described
by Cyert and March (7) and applied by Shechter (36). Prior to this de
velopment the management process had only been studied in terms of its
visible effects. Social scientists studied the results of management and
pinned them to some objective scale of success-failure, often a profit
scale. A great deal of research has been done in which organizational or
operational goals were assumed, and then a set of managerial decisions
deduced that would optimize the managers attainment of the assumed goal.
Production economics has become a discipline of economics specializing
in the search for production and organizational optima.
By now we are aware of the fact that goals other than profit maxi
mization enter into decisions made by managers. We shall therefore re
define "right" decisions as used on page 1 to include all decisions re
sulting in the maximization of a farmer*s objectives, one of which is to
make a profit on his operation. Our definition of "successful management"
now becon^s broadened to include non-profit objectives as we in fact find
in reality.
Implicit in the foregoing discussion is the fact that the need for
inauagomctit ^',rcws out of chango and the innbility to predict the future
with certainty. The dynamic nature of the economy in which agriculture
operates necessitates continual revision o£ farm plans as more informa
tion becomes available. As Heady and Jensen state, "If yields did not
vary and prices fluctuate from year to year, a farmers first decision
might well be his last. He would devise a single and final plan for the
farm based on realizing the most profit from his land and other resources
in the pleasant expectation that this samecconomic situation might last
for years" (21, p. 7).
Skillful management not only involves effective organization of short
run plans but the ability to plan long run firm growth and development.
In the long run a firm has more flexibility and more alternatives avail
able to it as all resources become variable.
Some of the more general decisions affecting profitability in farming
might be: 1) What size should a farm be and what land tenure system is
most suitable? 2) What enterprises should be pursued and at what level?
3) At what time should farm products be sold or farm inputs purchased?
U) Should extra labor be hired and/or extra capital borrowed? What
quantity of each should be employed and how should they be allocated be
tween enterprises? 5) What types and rates of fertilizer should be applied?
6) What equipment is it profitable to purchase and how much custom work
should be hired'
As is obvious from the above list, farm planning, if it incorporates
olJ relevant farming, practices, investment alternatives, and scarcity of
resources, is a complicated process. Extension personnel and farmers
seldom have the skill to consider fully all appropriate alternatives in
formulating farm plans. A manager may be so involved with the everyday
affairs of his firm that he cannot "step back" and view the farm as a
whole to plan its future development. As a consequence a "piece-meal"
approach to farm business decisions has been the norm. This approach ig
nores the direct or indirect effects that a given change in one part of
the farm has on other parts, and as such may be severely limiting.
Linear programming as applied to farm management offers the oppor
tunity to consider simultaneously ail possible farming activities and,
mindful of resource restraints, give a profit maximizing farm plan. In
this study we utilize the technique of linear programming in analyzing
the operations of a particular farm-firm.
B. Definitions and Concepts
The terminology of even that small part of the literature of economics
relating to production in agriculture is highly volatile. The various
interpretations to which certain words are open leads to considerable con
fusion. Already in this thesis words and phrases have been used without
adequate explanation. Accordingly some explicit definitions of certain
terms and concepts used in this study will now be given.
1. The farm-firm
We will consider a firm to be a business entity whose primary purpose
is the creation (or increase) of monetary profit. A farm is a set of re
sources and activities functionally concerned with the creation of
agrictiLLucii I ^jroducLs. Thus a t'arm-Cirm by the above def iiiit ioiit? is a busi-
nesB entity primarily concerned with creating monetary profit primarily by
means of agricultural production. Business activities that are not agri
cultural production but involve a firms production, such as marketing live
stock or merchandizing grain, are allowed in the firm but not in the farm»
Some production activities of the farm that do not lead to the creation of
monetary utility are allcwed in the farm but not the farm-firm« This may
include keeping a registered hog for show purposes. It is possible to
further clarify the distinction between 'farm,' 'firm,* and 'farm-firm* by
the use of Boolean algebra. Consider the venn diagram shown in Figure 1.
A - Exogenous
B-Farm C-Firm
Figure 1. Farm, firm, and exogenous space
Space A, called 'Exogenous', is the compliment or disjoint of spaces
B and C. Space B, labelled 'Farm,' includes all the resources, act3.vLt3.es,
and services related to the physical aspects of agricultural production.
Space C, named 'Firm' includes all of the resources, activities, and
services related to the business enterprise. The subspace *B intercept C
is the collection of activities, resources, and services that are referred
to as the 'farm-firm' in this study. By mathematical definition it in
cludes only those elements that are members of both spaces B and C, i.e.
bAc, such as land owned by the firm and used for raising crops. The sub-
space that we shall call ' farm-nonf irm' is defined as those elements in
space B that are disjoint from space C, i.e. BC (read *B not C). Examples
include non-business production activities such as prize hogs, and non-
business decisions of the farm family such as taking vacations. The term
'firm-nonfarm' refers to those elements in space C that are not in space B,
i.e. C B (read 'C not B'). This subset includes business activities not
directly related to agricultural production such as investment in cor
porate stock or renting a farm house.
The independence of farm and firm in this study is not clear. For
example, it may be necessary for a farmer to borrow short term production
capital to finance livestock say, in order to make long tesrm corporate
share investments. Under this situation there clearly exists an inter
relationship between 'farm' and 'firm' which is broader than our definition
of 'farm-firm'. However, since information on 'firm-nonfarm' investment
opportunities open to the farm manager are non existent, no attempt to
incorporate this was made. Hutchinson (27) recognized (at least implicitly)
the problem ot the interrelationship of 'farm* and 'firm' with respect
to capital Investment and incorporated exogenous investment in his model-
This is explained in greater detail later,
2. Investment
Investment is the process of allocating capital in the expectation
of receiving a future income stream.
Interest is (a) the return to investment and includes such components
as liquidity and time preference, and risk, or (b) the cost of credit.
We may divide investments by origin into exogenous or Eirin investments.
Exogenous investments are defined as those where capital is allocated to
the firm from an outside source. This investment is commonly called
credit and its cost is defined by contractual agreement. In this study
short term production credit is not explicitly included for reasons dis
cussed later. Long term financing of land is assumed available on a
mortgage basis and is allowed at the current contractual interest rate.
A complication arises with respect to farm-firm investments. Allo
cations of farm capital to farm production activities have no defined
contractual rate of return. A solution to this problem is to impute a
rate of interest to farm-firm investments that is based upon the oppor
tunity cost rate of return of an equivalent firm-nonfarm investment. Of
bhe many bases available to estimate this it is important to choose one
that might offer a real alternative to the farm-firm investment under
evaluation. In this study the rate of return used is five percent on all
investments except land which is six percent. These rates were chosen
since the size and term of farm-firm investments is approximately the
same as those that might be made in savings and loan associations or mort
gage lenders, which currently pay at that rate.
3. Returns to entrepreneurship or net profit
We shall use these terms as synonyms in order to cover a broader
audience.^ We define entrepreneurship as the activity of making available
to the firm those resources and services required by it. The return to
entrepreneurship, or net profit, is estimated as the gross income generated
by the farm-firms activities less rent (return on investment), cost of
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inputs used in production (operating costs ), and taxes. Gross income
includes all receipts received by the Carm-firra and should include inven
tory changes and capital gains or losses.
While investment functions may pertain to either "natural" or "legal"
persons i.e. either actual persons or legal entities such as corporations,
entrepreneurship is a function always carried out by a "natural" person.
The entrepreneur of a farm-firm may have zero investment in the busi
ness, may contribute no labor to the production process, and thus may only
function as a decision maker bringing together those inputs required for
the Lirm to operate. On the other hand the entrepreneur may be the owner
The layman reader is more likely to understand the term 'net profit'
while the economist may prefer the concept of 'entrepreneurship return'
as defined here.
2
Operating costs include remuneration of labor and management.
oC all resources and may contribute all of the labor used in production
activities o£ the farm. Both these extremes are atypical of U.S. farm
structure. In the farm studied, labor and entrepreneurship, and some
investment are supplied by the farm owners.
We have made a distinction between returns to entrepreneurship and
the more usual terms of quasi-rent and pure economic profit (Ferguson 13,
p. 318) because quasi-rent includes the opportunity cost of the inputs
while returns to entrepreneurship does not, and pure economic profit con
cerns the short run return to fixed inputs whereas returns to entrepreneur-
ship is considered to remain in the long term and is derived from all in
puts .
By partitionir^ returns between labor and management, investment,
and entrepreneurship, as defined here, it is possible to compare different
farm-firm programs on a consistent basis. The return to entrepreneurship
may be considered an efficiency criterion and as a residual may be allocated
between consumption, firm-nonfarm investmenl; and farm-firm investment, as
the entrepreneur desires.
Linear programming
For the moment we shall define linear programming as a computational
method used in prescribing production patterns which maximize profits of
tirms, mitiimizc costs of producing a specified couunodity, or related types
ol" aggregative analyses. Wc shall explain the computational method in
greater detail in Chapter IV.
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5, Process aad activity
In linear programming terminology an activity is an enterprise such
as the growing of corn or raising hogs. A process describes the enter
prise more specifically. Thus we may have the activity of growing corn by
process 1, 2, or 3, where different processes refer to different fertilizer
applications.
6. Shadow price
The shadow price of a resource is its marginal value product. Thus
the shadow price of a resource indicates the amount added to profit by a
one unit increase in the level of resource available. Only resources
which are limiting a plan have positive shadow prices. Shadow prices are
of interest since they indicate possible gains in income through acquisi
tion of an additional unit of scarce resource.
C. Summary
In this introductory chapter we have briefly examined the role pf
farm management and management decisions in successful farm operations.
We have seen how complicated the entire management function may be and
we have mentioned linear programming as a method of overcoming some of
these difficulties. We have, by the explicit defintion of terms, estab
lished a common base from which we may now build. Therefore we now con
tinue the analysis by outlining the aims of the study.
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II. OBJECTIVES
The general objective of this study is to apply linear programming
methods, as a Earm management tool, to the problem of profit maximization
on an individual farm-firm. The study attempts to determine the feasi
bility of providing optimum plans and estimates of the resulting net in
come for individual farmers when plans are developed directly from their
records and are tailored to suit their particular situation and objectives
In addition, the study endeavors to show how the combination of farm ac
tivities may alter over time as additional land is acquired.
Within this overall framework specific objectives are:
1. To analyze input-output data from records of a particular farm
by programming optimum enterprise combinations and resource
supplies of the individual farm-firm.
2. To determine the optimum resource use for the farm-firm by con
sidering only those alternative resource uses consistent with
the objectives and plans of the farm manager.
3. To establish the sensitivity of optimum plans. The sensitivity
analysis includes:
a) The effect of cost changes on optimum activity levels.
b) The value of changing the resource restraint levels and the
interval over which the value is valid. This information
is important because it indicates how a problem may be ad
justed to increase profit, and when the problem should be re~
computiod because ol! cost or pricc changes.
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U, To specify a pattern of grain storage, sales, and purchases
consistent with prices, grain use, and storage capacity.
5. To ascertain capital "flows" over a yearly period.
6. To indicate an optimum resource allocation between activities
on an expanded land base by examination of several static models.
7. To examine the profitability of a turkey raising enterprise when
competing with various other livestock activities for labor and
other cropping activities for land.
8. To quantify the optimum farm size for a farm-firm with the ac
tivities and resources specified here, operating in the Clarion-
Nicollet-Webster soil association area of Iowa.
9. To form a generalized model of the farm-firm so that future in
formation on prices, technology, etc., may be incorporated into
the model to give revised and updated farm plans.
Having elucidated the objectives of the study we shall continue by
describing the present farm-firm.
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III. THE SETTING OF THE STUDY FARM
As long ago as 1776 Adam Smith noted in his epoch-making book on
economic ideology that "the gain in product from the division of labor...
is owing to three different circumstances: firstly to the increase in
dexterity in every particular workman; secondly, to the saving of time
which is commonly lost in passing from one species of work to another; and
lastly, to the invention of a great number of machines which facilitate
and abridge labor...." (37, p. 13) To the Agricultural Economist nowhere
has this phenomenon been more clearly illustrated than in the development
of farms over the last decade. The farm analyzed in this study exemplifies
this division of labor: a) labor is divided between enterprises so that
each man may specialize in a particular area, and b) modern capital in
tensive equipment has replaced labor and enhanced its productivity.
The 720 acre farm which is located in Boone County, Iowa, consists
of four tracts of land lying along five miles of road (see Figure 2).
The farm, whose modus operandi is as a limited liability corporation, is
operated by a father and two sons. Each has a particular area of interest
within the totcii farm operation. One is in charge of the intensive and
highly mechanized hog system, atkother tends turkeys, arranges produce sales,
and does the bookwork, while the third is primarily involved in crop pro
duction. Of the 720 acres, 520 are owned by the corporation, 160 are
leased from members of the family and forty acres are leased privately on
a 50-50 share basis.
lU
U.S. Highway 30
Owned by the corporation.
Rented by the corporation
from senior family mem
bers.
120 acres
acres
Custom farmed by the corporation.
Owned by the corporation.
Owned by the
corporation.
Swine facilities
32 0 acres
^0 A
80 A
Figure 2. Location of Highway Farms Incorporated (not to scale)
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The farm is located in the Clarion-Nicollet-Webster soil association,
an area known for its highly fertile soil. It is completely flat (0 to
4% slope), well drained, and has a moderate to high level of organic matter.
A. Present Management Practices
I. Hog production
Over 1000 hogs are raised annually. Sows are continuously farrowed
in a completely confined central farrowing-nursery house containing 20
farrowing crates and sixteen nursery pens. After weaning at ^0 lbs young
hogs are transferred to open-shed concrete lots where they are grown out
to 220 lbs. The growing lots have a modified cattle auger feed system
and automatic heated water troughs.
The insulated farrowing-nursery building has a heated floor, ther
mostatically controlled ventilation fans which periodically provide an air
change, and an automatic watering service. Feed however is carried in by
hand.
Manure disposal is effected by sloping floors in the farrowing pens
and nursery units leading to a central gutter which in turn carries wastes
to a storage pit. The pit is pumped out weekly and the contents spread
on the land.
Thus the total farrowing system is designed so that one man can tend
the maximum number of litters possible.
Gilts are chosen from litters and are later crossed with boars pur
chased annually from the Iowa Switie Testing Station. A three way cross
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using Durocs, Hampshires, and Yorkshires is currently employed. Sows are
kept for about five years before being replaced.
Hogs are sold on the farm to a local buyer.
2. Turkey production
Between 12,000 and 13,000 turkeys are raised from day old poults to
28 lb birds, annually. The first of two batches of 6,500 birds arrives in
mid March and is sold in mid September, while the second batch is started
on 1 June and sold on 1 December.
Poults are brooded in an environmentally controlled insulated building.
For the first week of their lives they are kept on peat litter and contained
by lew corrugated cardboard walis« They are subsequently placed in wire
mesh pens with wire floors and kept here for the next five weeks. If
weather conditions are suitable, birds are moved outside during the last
week of their confinement in order to harden them off and give them the
benefit of the sun before being placed on the range. The remaining eighteen
weeks of their growing period is spent on the range.
White strains of torn turkeys are raised. Although tests show that
bronze strains out-perform whites in feed efficiency, (29) the farm managers
raise whites because of the greater net revenue resulting from slightly
higher prices received for the more attractive broad breasted white turkeys.
Similarly, despite the fact that hens consume less feed per pound of weight
gain, toms are chosen because they utilize a higher grain-lower protein
ration, giving them a cost advantage over hens.
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Although contracts guaranteeing a liveweight price per pound at time
of delivery are becoming more common, the farmer sells his flock on the
farm to the highest bidder at the time the birds reach market weight.
3. Crop production
Because of the high price paid to diverted land under the Federal
Government Feed Grain Program, the practice has been to participate in
this program up to the legal limit. Thus of the 680 cropable acres corn,
is only raised on one half of the farm's corn base acreage of 350 acres.
That is, 175 acres of corn is grown and a matching 175 acres is placed
in meadow and left idle, A further ^^0 acres are planted in an oat-alfalfa
mix and used for pasturing turkeys. The balance of 290 acres is divided
between oat and soybean production.
In its first year a crop of oats is harvested from the turkey pasture.
A cut of hay is taken from it in the second year, prior to releasing tur
keys onto it.
Although the land possesses the potential to produce continuous corn,
a haphazard rotation is practiced with the exception of a forty acre rented
block which is planted in continuous corn. Land to be cropped is fall
plowed for several reasons:
1. The farm enterprises do not include pasturing animals and there
fore fallen grain and stalks do not constitute a forage source.
2. iJtKler the present farm organization spring labor is always limit
ing.
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3. Since the soil dries and warms earlier if Fall plowed, Spring
tillage and planting may commence earlier.
Six row equipment with a 75 h.p. tractor is employed and crops are
planted in 30 inch rows. Corn is planted at a population density of be
tween 21,000 and 25,000 plants per acre.
Because of the closely spaced rows and high plant populations heavy
rates of fertilizer are applied to corn. A typical fertilizer program is;
150 pounds per acre of anhydrous ammonia applied as a preplanting treat
ment when the land is being tilled in spring; 90 pounds per acre of
6-24-24 N.P.K. applied at planting; and 150 pounds per acre of 0-52-52
plowed down in Fall,
Herbicides (either 2,4-D or atrazine) are applied when corn is four
to six inches high, and an insecticide (either aldrin or diazinon) is
applied at planting time to control corn borer and other pests. Using
the above husbandry the farm yields an average of 125 bushels of corn per
acre.
Fertilizer is not applied to soybeans but a herbicide, Amiben , is
applied at a rate of ten pounds per acre. Soybeans currently yield forty
bushels per acre.
Oats arc fcrtili:t4ed when pliuited with 120 pounds per acre of 30-10-10
N.P.K. giving aa average yield of ninety-Cive bushels per acre.
4. Grain storage
Present facilities allow for storage of 70,000 bushels of grain in a
5,000 bushel corn crib, a 5000 bushel silo, and an assortment of steel bins
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Included in ancillary equipment are two fixed grain driers, a mobile grain
drier, and a feed grinding and mixing mill.
In addition to storing Federal Government grain, the corporation
stores its own corn, oats, and soybeans. Further, some o£ the addition
al corn needed throughout the year for hog production is bought shortly
after harvest when its price is lowest and stored in the farm's bins until
required.
The corporation's equity on the 520 acres of land and fixed improve
ments is around sixty percent of its market value. This however does not
include 160 acres of freehold land leased by the corporation from family
members which will eventually be bequeathed to the younger shareholders
of the corporation. Given this situation the firm has no difficulty in
arranging either short term working capital loans, or longer term mortgages
on property purchases.
It is in this general framework that the study is set. Because of the
obvious complexity in designing an optimum farm plan consistent with re
source quantities and because of the corporation's desire to expand its
total operation in the future, assistance was sought by the operators
thus giving this study its origins.
We now have an insight into the current operation of the study farm.
The following chapter deals with some theoretical aspects concerned with
the method of analysis used in the study.
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IV. TECHNIQUE AND MEIHODOLOGY OF LINEAR PROGRAMMING
Five basic linear progrananing models are analyzed in this study,
the details of which are described subsequently under the heading "Farm
Programming Models."
In this chapter the following items are discussed: Firstly, the ori
gins of linear programming are briefly surveyed; secondly, a general
static linear programming model is described; thirdly, the assumptions of
the technique are discussed; and finally, three production economics
principles important in the understanding of linear programming logic are
reviewed.
A. The Origins of Linear Programming
Historically, the general problem of linear programing was developed
and applied in 19^4^7 by George B. Dantzig and Marshall Wood, both mathe
maticians of the U.S. Department of the Air Force. They proposed that
"the interrelationships between the activities of a large organization
(should) be viewed as a linear programming type model and the optimizing
program determined by the maximization of a linear objective function"
(42, p. 17). Equally important was the concurrent development of the
simplex algorithm for the solution of a linear program by digital computers,
presented by Dantzig to a conference in Chicago, Illinois in 1949 and
published in 1951 (9),
Since then linear programming has become an important tool in mathe
matics, engineering, industrial planning, business and economics.
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The history of its use in agricultural economics is almost as old
as the method itself. At the same comference at which Dantzig presented
his papers, Hildreth and Reiter tendered their contribution, "On the Choice
of a Crop Rotation Plan" (24). Since this publication in 1951 the litera
ture of agricultural economics has abounded with applications of the
technique to agricultural problems. That this should come to pass is no
accident. It is surely because linear programming approximates two es
sential features of many economic problems. Firstly, in practice economic
choices are made between a finite set of competing alternatives, and second
ly, the best choice among alternatives is often severely constrained by
numerous economic, technological, institutional and social factors.
By 1956, after several problems had been overcome, linear programming
was firmly established as a valuable tool in farm nianagement analysis. It
was regarded by many as a formalized extension of farm budgeting capable
of solving much more complex problems than the latter. One of the note
worthy contributions to this specific area at that time was published by
Heady and Gilson (20). They noted the following important conclusion
which has served as the rationale for further individual farm management
studies. Their research showed "that there is not an optimum set of live
stock enterprises or cnanagement practices (i.e., level of grain feeding)
for all farms, but that recommendations should differ between farms de
pending on their capital and labor situations, as well as on their ability
to stand risks." (20, p. 712) Subsequently, literature dealing with the
use of linear programming in farm management has taken two paths. Firstly,
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many publications have dealt with the application of original models to
various other farm situations, and secondly, others have dealt with modi
fications of the original model in order to increase its informational
content. The reader is referred to Kopetz (34) for details on this latter
development.
B. A Mathematical Statement of the General Static
Linear Programming Model
At the outset it is necessary to realize that linear programming,
like other activity analyses, is entirely mathematical in nature- It was
developed primarily as a computational method to deal with the calculation
of explicit solutions to complicated practical allocation problems for
which numerical data is available. Although programming per ^ may not
be able to tell us anything about a particular part of an economy, it
can help us find the implications of the economic information we have as
sumed. That is, there is a connection between these methods and the much
1
older idea of pricing, implicit or market, of scarce resources.
Generally, programming is concerned with the determination of the
optimal solution to a problem. Linear programming involves the maximiza
tion or minimization of a linear objective function subject to a set of
linear constraints. Thus the general linear programming problem is to
fiiuJ Lhe vector (x|, which maximizes the linear objective
L"unction.
^This connection became apparent to the economists who took part in
the development of linear programming. For example see Koopmans (32) and
Dorfman (11).
n2
j = l
subjcct to the linear constraints
Z = Cj Xj.
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(1)
x^O 1—C2)
J
n
and I a- • x- < , = ,>
j = l
Equation 3 is multipled by -1 where necessary to make all 0.
Thus by inclusion of slack variables the equation may be rewritten as
n+m
L a^^j Xj = b^ i = l,2,...,tD (^)
j=l
where a is the input coefficient expressing how many units of resource
ij
i are required to prodace one unit of activity j,
b is the number of units of the i^^ resource available for allo-
i
cation,
c. is the net revenue per unit of the activity,
J
X4 is the level of the activity,
sf
n is the number of real activities, and
m is the number of disposal (slack) activities.
The mathematical formulation of the programming problem may be stated
more compactly in matrix form as;
max c'x (5)
subject to Ax = b (f>)
X > 0 (7)
where
i = 1,2,.., ,m (3)
2U
X is the column vector o£ activity levels,
b is the column vector o£ resource restrictions,
c' is the transposed row vector of net returns, and
A is the mxnraatrix of input-output coefficients.
Aslight modification of the above model allows the formulation of
a parametric programming model. Frequently the researcher wishes to know
how the optimal solution of a given linear programming model changes
as one of its parameters is altered. As there are three basic sets of
data in the model, viz; the c vector, the b vector, and the Amatrix, there
are three corresponding types of parametric programming operations. Para
meterizing the net revenue coefficients, that is, parametric programming
of the objective function, the problem may be expressed as.
max (c + d)' x
subject to Ax = b
X ^ 0 ClO)
where d is a vector of identical dimensions as c.
Parametric programming is a post-optimal procedure commencing after
a solution to the basic linear programming model (where d = 0) has been
obtained. Since agricultural product prices typically vary from year to
year this modification is very useful in a linear programmed farm manage
ment analysis.
For further details on linear programming, its extensions, and its
agricultural application, the reader is referred to l)ant/'ig (8) and Heady
and Candier (19).
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C. The Assumptions of Linear Programming
Heady and Candler list the four major assumptions made in the ap
plication of linear programming as:
1. Additivity and linearity. The activities must be additive
in the sense that when two or more are used, their total product
must be the sum of their individual products....
2. Divisability. It is assumed that factors can be used and
commodities can be produced in quantities which are fractional
units....
3. Fitiiteness. It is assumed that there is a limit to tho
number of alternative activities and to the resource restric
tions which need be considered....
4. Single value expectations. In genera I...(the assumption is
made) that resource supplies, input-output coefficients, and
prices are known with certainty. (19, p. 17)
These assumptions are not as restrictive as superficially appears.
It has been adequately demonstrated elsewhere that the linear programming
model is a logical extension of linear economic theory which is itself
a restatement of the conventional theory of competitive equilibrium (12,
ch. 13 and lU). In fact "linear programming is marginal analysis appro
priately tailored to a finite number of activities" (12, p. 133).
If the assumption of a homogenous production function o£ degree one,
which is the basis of this theory, is acceptable, it is difficult to argue
with the linearity assumption employed in programming- However because
of resource indivisabilities variable proportions may have to be admitted
in some cases. Fortunately such a situation may be approximated by means
^For a discussion on the respectability of the assumption of constant
returns to scale see Samuelson (35, p. 8^).
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of a series of linear segments
The divisability assumption, while a necessary mathematical require
ment in the simplex method, may be adapted to the particular empirical
problem. Thus if the solution specifies that 452.37 acres of corn be
grown, we may reasonably ignore the decimal figure. Indeed, we may even
feel justified in rounding off even further and reporting the answer as
450 acres. For other programming problems where a fractional answer is
totally meaningless and unacceptable a modification known as integer pro-
2
gramming may be used. Thus the divisability assumption is not as re
strictive as it may first appear.
The additivity assumption may impose certain limitations. It does
not permit, for example, a complementary relationship between any two
activities.
The finiteness assumption also, while a necessary mathematical re
quirement, does not impose any restrictions in empirical investigations.
It is true that fertilizer, for example, may be applied in infinitesmally
small increasing amounts on a farm. A farmer however is far from inter
ested in considering this number of alternatives. We may therefore only
include three or four discrete levels in an analysis. Besides the prac
tical side which renders the finiteness assumption non-restrictive, the
degree of finiteness depends on the capacity of the computer being used to
^For example see Candler and Musgrave (6).
^See R. E. Gomory (16, 17).
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solve the problem. Modern computers now have the capacity to handle
several thousand activities and as a consequence the finiteness assump
tion does not become circumscriptive.
The assumption of single valued expectations while certainly un
realistic £or some farming situations may be partially overcome by the
use of parametric techniques previously mentioned where resource supplies,
prices, and input coefficients, are allowed to vary. This modification
however does not explicitly consider the effects of, for example, weather
variability or risk aversion. Thus a better solution to the problem of
variability or risk in programming analyses is to use stochastic linear
programming, where we assume that some coefficients are random variables.
Examples and explanation of the use of this technique may be found in
Beale (2) and Candler (5).
We have now found that in empirical analyses the assumptions of
linear programming are not so restrictive as to limit the usefulness of
the technique.
D« Principles Involved in Combining Farm Enterprises
Three basic production economics principles are involved in this
study: the factor-product relationship; the factor-factor relationship;
and the product-product relationship. Since an understanding of these
principles enhances our recognition of problems involved in integrating
many farm activities into an overall profit maximizing plan, a modified
version of them, depicting linear relationships as assumed in this study,
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will be presented.
1„ The £actor-product principle
This principle concerns changes in output of a given product result
ing from changes in the level of inputs used in its production. The
classical production function,
Y = f(x]^, xj,
is assumed to be a single-valued continuous function with continuous
first- and second-order partial derivatives at every point on the func
tion, where
Y = the quantity of output of a given product
= the quantities of inputs used in the production
of Y, and
f = some [nathematical function.
If we now vary holding all other factors fixed then we may derive
a production function similar to that shown in Figure 3. It will be con
tinuous and the point of profit maximization will be that unique point
where the slope of the production function equals the inverse price ratio
of the product and factor. That is, the equilibrium position is where
dY = Px
dXi
(12)
where Px = the unit cost of Xi
and Py = the unit price of Y.
In the case of linear programming analyses, the production function
is discontinuous being represented by a series of linear segments as shown
in Figure 3. At a point of discontinuity there does hot exist a uniquely
Product
Y
/
/
a
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Price ratio
i"— Response curve
Factor X|
Figure 3. A discontinuous production function; the response of
product Y to discrete changes of factor
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defined plane tangential to the isoquant thus the equilibrLum equation
above cannot be used. Instead, the equilibrium position is found where
the following inequalities hold:
dY^ S ^ i ^
dxf ^ Py
dY-
,r
„here = the left-hand partial derivative at the given point, and
dX,
dY'
dxj = the right-hand partial derivative at the given point. At
the given point. At any point where there is no discontinuity the right
hand and left-hand derivatives are identical hence the inequality converges
to the equality
dY Px
dX^ = Py
which is the same as equation 12 for the continuous case. In the discon
tinuous case however, when equation 12 occurs, the equilibrium is not a
unique one.
2. The factor-factor principle
This principle is concerned with the substitution of one resource for
another in the production of a given quantity of product. In the two fac
tor case the expression tor this relationship is,
Y = f(X^, Xj)
where X^ and X2 = two substitutable resources used in the production of Y,
a fixed level of output. The locus of all the combinations of Xj and X2
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which satisfies equation 14 forms an isoquant. When the production func
tion is continuous so too is the isoquant, its slope at any point giving
the marginal rate of substitution of for X2. If we let the factors
and X2 represent quantities of corn and oats used in the production of
100 pounds of pork (Y) then the least cost combination of producing 100
pounds of pork from corn and oats is found by equating the marginal rate
of substitution with the inverse price ratio. That is,
- ^ = (15)
dXi PX2
Given that the isoquant is 'well-behaved* this relationship gives a
unique solution. In linear programming however the isoquant is formed
from several discrete processes and as such consists of a series of linear
segments as depicted in Figure t*. The least-cost combination of the two
resources is where an isocost line just touches or is "tangential" to the
isoquant- If "tangency" occurs on a corner as shown in Figure 4 then the
least cost combination is stable over the range of resource prices
dxf Px2 ^ dXj
» <16)
^^2 dX2
This is one reason why a linear program can give the same solution
over a range of prices. On the other hand if the price ratio (isocost
lino) has Lhe same slope as one segment of the isoquant then there are
many different resource combinations which give the same product at the
same minimum resource cost.
of corn
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100 pounds of pork isoquant
2
i.o (isocost line)
X2 Bushels of oats
Figure 4. Different processes for the activity of producing 100
pounds of pork from corn and oats
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3. The product-product principle
This principle is concerned with, the optimum combination of products
given a fixed quantity of resources. In its implicit form Lt may be ex
pressed as
f(Yl, Vj, X) = 0 (17)
Assuming that equation 17 can be solved explicitly for Xj then
X = f(Yi, Y2)
In this example let be bushels of corn produced, Y2 be bushels of oats
produced, and X be the quantity of labor available. In addition we shall
assume there is a maximum quantity of corn that can be produced on the
given land. A production possibility curve (product transformation curve)
is defined as the locus of output combinations that can be secured from a
given input quantity X.
In its continuous form a well-behaved production possibility curve
is concave to the origin due to the changing marginal rate of transforma
tion of resource into products. In a linear programming analysis we as
sume that the marginal rate of transformation is constant however re
straints, such as a maximum corn acreage or total available labor in our
example, restrict the feasible area so that the production possibility
curve, although consisting of segments, is likewise concave to the origin.
Tliis is presented in Figure 5. As with the previous principles the condi
tions of coMStrnined revenue inaxirai/ation used in the case of continuous
functions cannot be employed. Instead we specify that Cor constrained
34
Labor restraint
Bushels
of corn
Y2 Bushels of oats
Maximum acreage of
corn
•Product transformation
function
isorevcnuc
line
Figure 5- A linear programming representation of a product trans
formation function and isorevenue line, showing the point
of constrained maximum profit, A
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revenue maximization it is necessary ttiat the inequality
dYi Py2 .
• ^ - -T
dY2 Pyi
hold. As explained with previous principles this equilibrium wil1 be
stable over a range of prices.
A detailed account of the preceding principles may be found in Heady
(18) chapters 2 through 8 and Henderson and Quant (23) chapter 3. For a
discussion on the relationship between continuous and discontinuous func
tions the reader is referred to Samuelson (35, p. 70).
U. Integration of the factor-factor and product-product principles
If the factor-factor isoquant of Figure 4 were superimposed upon
the product transformation function of Figure 5, then, ignoring price
relationships, the optimum point of integration between the two crops
and the hog ration occurs where the two functions just touch, i.e. at
point A in Figure 6.
Whilst many farmers may think in terms of Figure 6, producing feeds
in the same proportion as they feed it to their livestock, it is possible
for them to improve their profit position by considering the relative
prices of the crops. Since both corn and oat grains are negotiable it is
possible for farmers to sell one grain and purchase the other if relative
prices so dictate. Referring to Figure 7 if both grain crops and hogs
were produced according to relative prices grains would be produced in
amounts represented by point Band hogs would be fed grains in proportions
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represented by point A* This being the situation OC of oats and OD of
corn will be produced while OE of oats and OF of corn will be fed to hogs.
Accordingly, CE of oats will be sold and DF of corn will be purchases.
The principle illustrated in Figure 7 was permitted to operate in
the linear programming models about to be described. Several buying and
selling activities for different types of livestock at different times of
the year and for the various crops were included in the model to give the
farm-firm maximum flexibility and to allow profit maximization within the
resources available.
In this chapter we have outlined the history of linear programming,
described the general linear programming model and a modification of it,
and discussed the assumptions implicit in a linear programming analysis.
In addition we have taken a cursory examination of three basic production
economics principles and we have seen how they relate to linear program
ming. In the succeeding chapter we shall describe the models constructed
to depict various farm situations.
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V, FARM PROGRAMMING SITUATIONS
In building a linear programming model Dantzig (8) recommends the
following steps be taken;
Step 1; Define the Activity Set. Decompose the entire system
under study into all of its elementary functions, the activities,
and choose a unit for each activity in terms of which its quantity,
or *level', can be measured.
Step 2: Define the Item Set. Determine the classes of objects,
the 'items*, which are consumed or produced by the activities,
and choose a unit for measuring each item. Select one item such
that the net quantity of it produced by the system as a whole
measures the *cost* of the entire system.
Step 3: Determine the Input-Output Coefficients....
Step Determine the Exogenous Flows. Determine the net outputs or
inputs of the items between the system, taken as a whole, and the
outside.
Step 5: Determine the Material Balance Equations....for each item
write down the material balance equation which asserts that the
algebraic sum of the flows of that item into each activity is
equal to the exogenous flow of the item*
The result of model building thus, is the collection of mathematical
relationships characterizing all feasible (or acceptable) programs of the
system. This collection is the linear programming model, and the above
steps will be followed in constructing the models used in this study. In
every case, all enterprises and restraints which might enter into the farm
situation were developed in close consultation with the farm operators.
A. Model 1
This model is designed to indicate the optimum allocation of resources
between presently practiced enterprises and the level of these enterprises
uo
on the study farm. The optimum allocation of resources Is defined as
that allocation which maximizes profit. Only activities presently em
ployed and resources and facilities presently available are considered.
Any difference between the optimized solution of this model and present
farm situation should indicate adjustments possible within the present
farm structure capable of improving net profit.
Step 1. Activities or enterprises:
a. crop enterprises: Typically, central Iowa farmers produce four
crops, viz., corn, oats, soybeans and meadow. Although the usual hus
bandry involves a rotation of some combination of these, the study farm
does not practice a set rotation because soil conditions and pest problems
are such that conuous monocropping may be practiced if desired. Despite
carryover effects which invariably exist between a crop planted in one
year and a crop planted on the same area in the preceeding year, these
interrelationships are assumed away in the model since fertilizer appli
cations are always heavy and crop yields consistently high regardless of
the previous land use.
One level of fertilization for those crops fertilized is considered,
this level being the usual application used on the farm as detailed on
page 18-
Since payment received from the Federal Government for diverted land
under the Feed Grain Program decreases as the proportion of a farm's corn
base acreage placed into diverted acres increases, it was necessary to
incorporate a "multiple right-hand side" routine into the program (3, p. 77)
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This allows a cornparisoti of the profitability of different degrees of
participation to be made with non-participation.
Figure 8 shows how this portion of the model was constructed. It
is necessary to construct the model in this form in order that it behave
in a manner portraying reality- The usual way of incorporating activi
ties using land would be to have each activity use an acre of the total
land resource and lloiited to some maximum acreage. Since 20% diverted
land receives a higher payment than U0% diverted land which in turn re
ceives a larger payment than 50% participation in the grain program as
shown in Table 1, it is not reasonable to set the model up in that form.
If it were and if diverted land were to enter at the 50% level then the
program would bring the highest returning 20% diverted land in up to its
limit, and then bring the 40% diverted land in up to its limit, and
fill the remaining 10% with the lowest returning 50% diverted land.
This possibility must be excluded from the program as farmers do not get
paid for diverted land in that manner. Accordingly the model was built
as shown in Figure 8 and operated as is now described.
In the first computer "run" only *Land C* and *RHSA* of the resources
shown are at non zero levels. This configuration excludes diverted land
I'rom entering the solution allowing, the program to selcct that combination
and area of the specified crops (corn, oats, soybeans, and turkey pasture)
that is consistent with the resource restraints yet maximizes profit. By
altering the resource quantity of RHSA the program may be restricted to
producing a maximum acreage of corn as specified by that quantity.
The second right hand side "run" involves setting Land B at 350 acres,
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Table 1- Crop prices used in the study
Crop Activity
period* Price/bushel
Corn 1 s'elling DJF
$1.02
Corn 2 selling MAM
1.05
Corn 3 selling JJA
-1.13
Corn 4 selling SON
1.00
Corn 1 buying DJF
1.06
Corn 2 buying MAM
1.09
Corn 3 buying JJA
1.17
Corn 4 buying SON
1.04
Oats 1 selling DJF
.68
Oats 2 selling MAM
.70
Oats 3 selling JJA ,64
Oats 4 selling SON .60
Soybeans 1 selling DJF 2.50
Soybeans 2 selling MAM 2.55
Soybeans 3 selling JJA 2.71
Soybeans 4 selling SON 2.40
Hay selling 19.30 per ton
Diverted land up to 2 0% 81.00 per acre
Diverted land 20% to 40% 72.57 per acre
Diverted land 40% to 50% 70.89 per acre
^Capital letters refer to respective months
Land C at 680 acres, RHSA at zero and RHSB at 70 acres. By doing this
diverted land may now enter up to a limit of 20% of the total corn base
acreage (350 acres). Further, the total area of corn is limited to the
balance of 350 acres after diverted acres (if they enter the plan) have
been subtracted. This is effected by the use of "corn land supply"
columns as shown. If the program has selected corn and/or diverted land,
the area they occupy is deducted from the total farm acreage and the
balance may be allocated to any of the other crops as selected by the
computer.
The third right hand side requires that RHSB be set to zero and RHSC
be set to 140 acres. Similarly the fourth right hand side has RHSB and
RHSC set at zero while RHSD enters at 175 acres. The mechanizm for these
is the same as that described for the second right hand side except that
diverted land may enter up to a maximum of ^+0% of the corn base acreage
in the case of the third right hand side and up to 50% in the case of the
fourth right hand side.
Corn grain produced may be fed to livestock or sold. Since corn silage
is not a useful intermediate product in hog and turkey production it is
not included in this model.
Corn may also be purchased or sold in any of four quarterly periods
defined in Table 1, at the indicated prices. Likewise if oats and/or
soybeans are produced they may be sold in any of the four periods at
specified prices. Grain prices used in the study are based on the latest
Lour year monthly averages (28).
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Since grain storage is limited to 70,000 bushels, multiple grain
merchandizing activities together with dated livestock grain consumption
allow the program to simultaneously solve the grain inventory problem.
The problems in building a model that does this together with an explana
tion of the model are given subsequently (pages 56 to 60).
Straw produced from oat production is utilized on the farm as bedding
for livestock.
b. Livestock activities: Thirteen livestock activities are included
in model !• With the exception of a turkey producing activity, all con
cern hog production. Since model 1 is intended to indicate possible re
organization of activities presently employed, cattle are excluded from
the analysis. In subsequent models they may enter. Hogs may be raised
from weanlings produced on the farm or from purchased weanlings. Also wean
lings produced on the farm may be sold at 40 pounds. Each of these ac
tivities are divided into four three-monthly periods. The reason for
doing this is to reflect seasonal price differences (as denoted in Table 2)
and to allow the program to select the optimum integration of these ac
tivities, in terms of their resource requirements, with other activities.
Thus we may find that during winter months when no labor is required for
crop production, some of the hog activities enter the program at the maxi
mum level, whereas in spring when labor may become limiting, hog production
is reduced in order to allow the labor to be used for crop planting.
Other activities in the model are included for functional purposes only.
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Table 2, Livestock prices used in the study (selling prices $Aead)
Livestock activity Selling period Gross price Net price
Hogs 1 DJF $ 39.32
$26.65
Hogs 2 MAM 35.97
23.22
Hogs 3 JJA 42.43
29.68
Hogs 4 SON 37.74
25.07
Feeder hogs 1 DJF 38.50 15.28
Feeder hogs 2 MAM 35.22 12.42
Feeder hogs 3 JJA 41.58
16.58
Feeder hogs 4 SON 36.96 14.95
Weanlings I DJF 16.92 8.68
Weanlings 2 MAM 16.55 8.45
Weanlings 3 JJA 17.65 9.60
Weanlings 4 SON 15.98 7-78
Turkeys (10 birds) S and D 56.00 33.13
Steer calves I Aug 278.50 111.95
Steer calves 2 Aug 278.50 119.78
yearlings 3 April 274.60 88.26
Yearlings 4 April 274.60 90.53
Steers 3 Sept. 271.80 74.09
Steers 4 Sept. 271.80 75.33
Both yearlings and
steers 3 Ap and S 546.40 171,36
Both yearlings and
steers 4 Ap and S 546.40 175.33
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Step 2: The Item Set (resource restraints):
a. Land: Since model X depicts the study farm in its present form,
the area of land involved is 720 acres. Forty acres of this are covered
by buildings, yards , roads, etc., leaving 680 acres of cropping land.
Since fertilizer treatments and crop response are the same over the total
area, the division of land into soil types was not necessary.
b. Labor: Presently the farm is operated by three labor units giv
ing a total of 36 months of man labor per year. The labor supply is di
vided into five periods in order to reflect differing seasonal labor re
quirements. The maximum number of hours per period which the labor is
prepared to work was determined by communication with the farm-firm opera
tors* By examination of the quantity of labor in each period indicated
in the optimal solution of the program, it is possible to specify the peri
odic labor requirements necessary if the plan is to be implemented. It
is assumed that all activities requiring labor draw it from the total
i.e. no custom work is allowed. It is possible however to hire an addi
tional labor unit on a permanent basis. The operators feel that the firm
would hire additional labor if it were profitable but because part time
labor is difficult to obtain at crucial periods the only alternative the
firm would consider is hiring a peraiajient full-time hand. The niaxiraum
available labor hours per period for three, four and five labor unit;3 is
presented in Table 3. Hiring an extra labor unit adds $8,000 to the fixed
cost of the firm.
c. Livestock restrictions: A maximum of 500 piglets may be farrowed
and nursed over any three month period in facilities described previously.
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Table 3. Distribution o£ the firm's labor supply^
Period
Working
days day labor
unit
Maximum hours per
3 units 4 units 5 units
Dec.Jan.Feb. 72 6 432 1296
1728 2160
March April 48 8 384 1152
1536 1920
May June 48 11-5 552 1656
2208 2760
July Aug 48 8.5 408 1224
1632 2 040
Sept.Oct.Nov. 72 10 720 2160 2880
3600
Total 288 2496 7488
9984 12480
^Source; Private communication with firm managers
Space for growing-finishing hogs is limited to 420 hogs per period.
The maximum number of turkeys that may be raised annually, due to
building limitations, is 20,000 birds.
d. Capital: Only operating capital is considered in the study in
the manner shown in Figure 9. Capital expenditures and receipts are
dated and placed into the relevant capital supply row. The numerals on
the rows indicate the quarter of the year and correspond to those on
livestock and grain activities. Four capital transfer columns allow sur
plus or deficit capital in any one period to be carried over to the next.
Capital remaining in the fourth period is transferred back to the first
period. It will be noted that the level of'capital supply 1 is ^ero rather
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than being at some positive level (indicating the quantity of working
capital available at the beginning of the production year) as is fre
quently found in similar linear programming models. The reason for con
structing our model in this way is to allcw the program to dictate what
quantity of capital should be available at the beginning of that period.
'Thus in the optimal solution the entry found on 'capital transfer column
4* indicates that sum of cash that should be on hand at the beginning of
the first period (end of the fourth period) if the optimal plan is to be
implemented. Although borrcwing is not explicitly included in our model
it is easy for the farmer to find out how much he must borrow. Since the
program tells us what quantity of capital must be available at the be
ginning of the production year If the plan is to be executed, then the
difference between that sum and what the farmer actually has on. hand repre
sents the total that he must borrow or will have as a surplus.
Fixed costs (which include salaries) are cndogenously deducted from
the capital supply by means of fixed cost paying activities. Annual fixed
costs are divided equally between the four quarters and paid accordingly.
Since no entry was made in the objective row for the fixed cost pay
ing activities the objective function gives the gross returns resulting
from the optimal plan whereas the capital supply rows indicate the net
returns that would result.
^The possibility of labor merely drawing living expenses over three
periods and receiving a large lump sum payment in the fourth period was
considered. With the exception of small changcs in the capital 'flews'
the optimized plan remained unchanged. We therefore chose to allocate
salaries in four even portions since the operators, like many people, are
making time payments on various household items and thus prefer an even
flow o£ income.
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Capital transfer columns indicate the quantity of capital carried
over from one period to the next. Thus it is possible to observe the
quantity of capital available at the end of any period and to trace the
annual pattern of capital "flows" over discrete three month intervals if
the plan is followed.
Capital borrowing is not explicitly allwed because as the model de
picts an equilibrium situation the program would not borrow in any period
unless it could repay it in another, and since the objective function is
always positive in this model, this is always the case. If borrowing
were incorporated into the model the program would need to repay capital
borrowed in one period in the next period and this activity would compete
with the capital transfer rows. If, on the other hand, a large enough
sum of capital is on hand at the beginning of the year the program will
not need to borrow. Hutchinson (27) incorporated borrowing into his
study by allowing the program to borrow and repay over a three month
period, and also allowing it the opportunity to invest capital exogenously
for a minimum of six months. While this approach has some merit it was
not considered in our study because of the numerous exogenous investments
available and their often unknown return.
Step 3. Input-output coefficients:
Input-output coefficients were derived from a wide variety of sources,
primary ones for the various categories of data being given below.
Present farm situation: Background information on cropping patterns,
crop yields, fertilizer and therapeutant treatments, hog and turkey produc-
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tion systems, and general farm operations, were obtained from interviews
with the farm manager. Specific details on feed consumption and costs,
labor charges, taxation, interest payments on mortgages, depreciation,
etc., were supplied from the firm's records.
Labor coefficients: Since records of labor utilization were not kept
on the study farm, it was necessary to obtain these from other sources
then modify them in. consultation with the farm operators. Labor coeffi
cients were obtained from the follcwing sources: a) cropping labor co
efficients were obtained from James (30), b) swine labor coefficients were
modified from Trede (39), c) Turkey labor coefficients were derived from
a study of Iowa turkey producers (29), and d) cattle labor coefficients
were obtained from Hutchinson (27). Actual labor coefficients used in
the study may be found in Table 24.
Costs: As is often the convention, input costs are divided into two
general categories, a) fixed costs; those that are incurred irrespective
of the level of production, e.g. depreciation and property taxes, and
b) variable costs; those that vary with the level of production, e.g.
fuel and fertilizer costs.
a. Fixed costs: Data on capital expenditures of buildings, machinery,
and equipment, were obtained where possible from the farm depreciation
schedule. Otherwise, the replacement cost of each item was calculated by
deducting the trade-in value of the replaced item from the new cost of
the replacement item. Straight line depreciation as used in the farm
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records was used to calculate annual depreciation. Machinery and equip
ment repair costs are charged at three percent per annum of the replace
ment cost and building repairs at one and one half percent of the new
cost« Taxes and insurance are calculated at two percent per annum of the
replacement cost of machinery and equipment, and at 1«3 percent of the new
cost of buildings (after 0. A, Hull^t al., 26). Interest on capital in
vested in machinery, buildings, and equipment, is calculated at five per
cent^ of the average value of the item, where the average value is fifty
percent of the replacement cost (after E. 0. Heady, et al., 22).
In the case of hog and turkey facilities, the cost of constructing
a similar building and equipment was found and annual fixed costs derived
accordingly. The reason for doing this rather than using the actual farm
values and depreciation was because many buildings have been considerably
modified in terms of their associated equipment. This equipment has often
been installed by the operators thus the labor costs associated with it,
and the actual equipment costs do not appear in the structures total cost.
Further, some buildings are used for turkey production over spring and
summer, and for hog production over winter. To overcome these complica
tions, the cost of replacement buildings and equipment were used. The
itemized capital cost of these structures may be found in Tables 12, 13,
and 14.
Although a five percent interest rate seemed reasonable when this
study was initiated, recent increases in the cost of credit have rendered
this figure on the low side.
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A schedule of machinery on the farm, and its annual fixed costs may
be found in Table 9, whilst a similar schedule of fixed costs of buildings
and equipment loay be found in Table 11. Table 17 summarizes all the
fixed costs considered in the study.
b. Variable costs; Tractor operating costs are itemized on Table 4
while Table 6 details the total variable costs associated with crop pro
duction. Tables 7 to 10 itemize the variable costs and revenue of the
livestock activities.
B- Model 2
In construction this model is almost identical to model 1 dif
ferences being that cattle activities, larger resource quantities, and
altered input-output coefficients, have been added. In this model eight
row cropping equipment has replaced six row equipment used in model 1
with consequent changes in labor coefficients and cost entries. Sixteen
cattle feeding activities have been added. These are:
(a) Feeding steer calves: Calves may be purchased in November at
U50 lbs and raised in feedlots until they reach a weight of 1050 lbs in
Augusta Calves may be fed on either of two rations, and may be fed by a
self-unloading wagon method, or a conveyor feeding system. In the model
these four activities are called "Calf—where the first digit indi
cates the ration, the letter *X"denotes a self unloading wagon feeding
system, and "B" indicates a conveyor feeding system.
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(b) Fall feeding yearling steers: Steers may be purchased at 600 lbs
in October and sold at 1050 lbs in April. They may be fed either of two
rations, and may be fed by either of the two systems outlined above. These
activities are termed "Yrlg.—" in the program where the nomenclature is
the same as previously explained.
(c) Spring feeding yearling steers: In late April 700 lb steers may
be purchased for sale at 1050 lbs in September. As with (a) and (b) they
may be fed either of two rations by either of two feeding systems- These
activities are named "Steer
(d) Feeding Spring steers and Pall steers: These activities are
merely a combination of (b) and <c) activities. Since Fall fed steers
occupy the feedlot for 190 days from October until early April, and Spring
fed steers require the same facilities for 145 days from late April to
September, it is possible to combine these activities into one. As with
other cattle activities they may be fed either ration by either feeding
method. In the program these activities are denoted as "Both ".
Further details of input-output coefficients, costs, and returns,
arc given in Tables 15 and 16.
Since there are presently no cattle feeding facilities on the farm
all costs associated with raising beef are allocated between each animal.
This procedure assmnes constant costs and perfect divisability of facili
ties over the entire range, a somewhat heroic assumption at the extremes,
i.e. for enterprises raising fewer than 300 head or more than 1200 head,
but probably a reasonable approximation within those limits. Each cattle
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beast raised requires .004 acre of land, or approximately 180 square feet.
The cattle land requirement is subtracted endogenously in the model.
Hogs, feeder-pigs, and weanlings may be raised in facilities de
scribed previously. In addition, once the facilities reach maximum
capacity, the relevant expansion activity of the twelve different swine
activities may enter the model- Expansion, activities are identical to
their corresponding regular activity except that capital costs associated
with the production of swine which were considered fixed in the regular
activities are allocated as a per hog per year cost in the expansion ac
tivities, As with the cattle activities constant scale returns are as
sumed.
In a similar manner turkey production may exceed the capacity of
present facilities by a turkey expansion activity. This activity also has
all capital costs associated with turkey production allocated as an annual
per bird cost.
The possibility of hiring one or two extra labor units is allowed in
model 2, A maximum of two hired hands was selected arbitrarily by the
operators as the maximum number of men they would want to supervise.
A further modification made in this model is the addition of an ac
tivity which allows grain bins to be purchased. If it is profitable to
employ additional grain storage the model will do so thus indicating the
optimum storage capacity that the farm-firm should utilize.
At this point it is appropriate to explain the operation of the grain
inventory portion of the linear programming model as depicted in Figure 10.
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Since grains may be purchased and sold at varying prices at different
times of the year, since grain consumption by farm livestock occurs unevenly
over the year whilst production eventuates at a specific time, and since
grain storage capacity Is limited or can only be expanded at some cost,
there clearly exists a grain storage inventory problem,the solution to
which is that pattern of corn purchases, grain sales, and storage bin in
vestments that will maximize profits.
In terms of total storage capacity the following equality must hold.
St.i + =Ut + +Sj (20)
where
t = the time period,
S = the quantity of grain In storage,
P = grain produced,
B = grain bought,
U = the quantity of grain utilized as animal feed, and
Q = the quantity of grain sold.
In Figure 10, which is based on equation 20, time periods represent
ing quarterly terms coincidental with quarters used in grain and hog ac
tivities, provide rows into which coefficients from activities requiring
grain storage are placed. It was recognized that once grains enter
storage they lose their identity. Consequently, unless structured other
wise, when livestock require a quantity of corn from storage, the program,
failing to distinguish between corn, oats, and soybeans, will feed live
stock with the lowest priced grain, namely oats. So that this complication
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could not arise corn was placed into separate time period rows from soy
beans and oats. Thus producing an acre of oats requires 95 bushels of
storage capacity in the third period ('time period 3A*), buying a bushel
of corn in the second period utilizes one bushel of storage space in
'time period 2', and raising hogs for sale in period one adds to the
storage space in all four periods as corn is consumed. Four 'grain
storage' activities transfer oats and beans remaining at the end of one
period into the next period. They also transfer the balance into cor
responding 'grain storage maximum* rows, which enforce the restriction
that total grain stored per period may not exceed 70,000 bushels. Four
activities named 'bought corn transfer* allow the balance of bought
corn and corn consumed by livestock to be transferred from one period to
another. Additionally they transfer the balance into 'grain storage maxi
mum' rows in an identical way as was done for oats and soybeans. The
reason that it is necessary to include 'time period* rows, which are set
equal to zero, is so that the act of transferring grain from one period
to the next will not add to the grain storage capacity as would otherwise
occur. A 'buy grain storage* activity allcws storage bins to be purchased
at 5.6 cents per bushel and adds one bushel of storage to each 'grain
store maximum* row.
Initially this was how the grain inventory problem was built. How
ever a difficulty was encountered. It proved profitable for the program
to buy grain storage ad infinitum filling it with corn purchased in period
four and storing it for sale in period three. That is, the farm-firm was
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to become a grain dealer. This problem was rectified by separating pro
duced corn from bought corn. It was therefore necessary to add four more
time period rows, 'time period 1:1 to 4:4*. Corn raised on the farm
goes into ^time period 4:4* since corn is harvested in the fourth period.
From here it may be transferred to any other period by four 'corn storage
transfer* activities. As with previously described grain storage trans
fers, these activities transfer the quarterly balance into 'grain store
maximum* rows. Corn may now be sold only from corn actually produced on
the farm. Additionally, four 'corn transfer' activities are included in
order that produced corn may be transferred into rows where it may be
used in livestock production.
By this rather bulky but .necessary construction the grain inventory
problem is solved in a manner that does not violate reality.
C. Models 3, 4, and 5
These models are duplications of model 2, differences being confined
to the land area considered in each. The area of land in model 3 is 1300
acres or 1285 cropping acres. In model 4 the area involved is 1680 acres
or 1600 cropping acres. Model 5 has a land base of 2000 acres or 1920
cropping acres. In each of these, plans are obtained for three, four,
and five labor units. Since it is assumed that the land area may be pur
chased within a four mile radius of the present homestead, no attempt to
define different soil types and thus different crop coefficients was
deemed necessary.
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The entire structure of model 5 is presented in computer "print-out"
form in Appendix C. As can be seen*the size of the model is 95 columns
by 51 rows.
In this chapter we have examined and described the construction of
the linear programming models used in this study. It now remains to pre
sent the results of them.
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VI. PRESENTATION OF RESULTS
Preceding chapters have dealt with problems associated with farm
management and have described the framework of programmit^ models used in
this study. The empirical findings under various planning situations are
now presented. No attempt to draw conclusions will be made in this
chapter as those aspects are covered in Chapter VII. Optimum plans for
each model are presented in Appendix B and these will be referred to by
table number throughout this chapter. In every case the information
given by the optimum plan is:
1. The gross return,
2. The net profit (return to entrepreneurship),
3« The grain crops that should be produced and their level of pro
duction,
4. The livestock that should be raised and its level of production,
5. The scheduling of grain sales and corn purchases (if required),
6. The quarterly capital transfers,
7. The daily labor hours that must be worked in order that the plan
be implimented.
A. Model 1
The results of six separate situations are shown in Table 18. The
codes at the top of the table refer to different "right hand sides" of
model 1. BJl lists the optimum plans for the 720 acre farm with three
labor units while BJ2 gives the optimum plan when an additional labor unit
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is hired. BJ5 and BJ6 present optimum plans when corn production is
limited to ^20 acres for three and four labor units respectively while
BJ7 and BJ8 list optimum plans for the farm for three and four labor units
when seventy acres of land are diverted into pasture uader the Federal
Government Feed Grain Program.
The net profit resulting from plan BJl is $29,554. In this plan 66
acres are used for turkey pasture while the balance of croppable land,
614 acres, is used to raise corn. Turkeys enter the plan at the maximum
level of 20,000 birds being limited by presently available turkey facili
ties, The shadow price on turkey buildings is $1.43 per head and sensi
tivity analysis shows that the shadow price holds up to 23,980 birds. "Riat
is, the marginal value productivity of investing in expanded turkey facili
ties is $1.43 per head up to 23,980 birds.
When corn is allowed to freely enter the program it comes in at the
maximum possible level after turkey pasture has been deducted. Corn is
therefore a feasible and more profitable enterprise than raising soybeans,
oats, or diverting land. The shadow price on land is $77.77 per acre
which holds over the next twenty acres.
Although soybeans have not entered the optimum plan at a positive
level they are very closely conpetitive with corn since soybeans are
in the basis of the solution at zero level. The sensitivity analysis re
veals that the income penalty (the amount that gross returns will decrease)
if an acre of soybeans is forced into the plan is $2.46 and this penalty
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holds up to 54 acres of beans- Just how much more profitable corn produc
tion is over other alternatives is shown in Figure 11. The dotted line
traces out net profit with three labor units as the maximum corn acreage
is reduced and soybeans enter. The reduction of corn to 550 acres allow
ing 65 acres of soybeans to enter leaves net revenue virtually unaffected
lowering it from $29,554 to $29,334. Livestock activities are unaffected.
When corn is limited to 420 acres however, beans occupying the remaining
196 acres, net profit declines to $26,883. This fall in profit is a re
sult of the lower returns per acre for soybeans and the need to purchase
greater quantities of corn for livestock feed. Also, since labor is
limiting in some periods it is not possible for additional livestock to
be raised in order to offset the drop in net profit. We notice from
Figure 11 that net profit continues to decline monotonically as corn pro
duction is curtailed in favor of soybeans. Once diverted land enters at
over 70 acres (20 percent) however, net profit descends rapidly to a value
of $22,097. At this point 210 acres of corn, 264 acres of soybeans, and
140 acres of diverted land are being produced. Thus in this example, the
opportunity cost of participating in the feed grain program at the 40 per->
cent level is the difference between net profits of the plans where 614
acres of corn are produced and where 210 acres of corn are produced. Unis
cost is $7,457.
Besides turkeys, which we have already mentioned, other livestock
that enters plan BJl are raising piglets to sell as feeders (called 'wean
lings* on Table 18). The program specifies that 355 head should be raised
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for sale in period 1 (December, January, February), that 500 head should
be raised for sale in period 2, that 66 should be sold in period 3, and
that 138 should be sold in period 4. In period 2 weanlings are raised
at their maximum level, the limiting resource being £arrowing-nursery
facilities. The shadow price on this restraint is $3.99 per head. Sensi
tivity analysis indicates that this value holds up to 1222 head. That
is, expanding farrowing facilities so that up to 1222 piglets may be
raised per quarter adds $3.99 per head to the gross returns (objective
function) of the program.
As we might expect labor becomes a restraining resource over spring
and summer having a shadow price of $9.84 per hour in March-April (Labor
2), $.16 in May-June, and $12.60 in July-August. In this study examina
tion of shadow prices on labor is of limited value in formulating recom
mendations for two reasons. Firstly, we have assumed, very reasonably,
that labor may only be hired in integer units of one man year. Thus we
cannot meaningfully make the statement that hiring a man for an hour in
March-April will add $9.84 to gross returns, since hiring casual labor is
not admitted. Secondly, the total available labor hours per period was
found by asking the operators "what is the maximum daily hours you are
prepared to work per period?" The shadow price on l-abor is therefore not
useful in ascertaining the return to additional hours worked since the
operators have previously decided that they are not prepared to work more
than the stated maximum. The only usefulness of labor shadow prices is
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to Indicate to the operators the opportunity cost to them of not working
longer hours. From the sensitivity analysis portion of the linear pro
gramming printout we find that the shadow price of $9.84 in March-April
holds for an additional 400 hours. That is, the gross returns (and net
profit in this case) forfeited because each labor unit is not prepared to
work an extra 2.8 hours per day over this period is $3936.00. Similarly
in May-June where the shadow price is $.16 for 63 hours the penalty for
not working an extra 25 minutes each per day is $10.08. In the months
July-August the net profit foregone by not working an additional 33 minutes
each per day is $958.
As we see from Table 18 slightly less labor is required in some
months when we move to plans that have smaller acreages of corn. It is
notable however that there is no slack labor over May to August. Tliis is
because turkeys rero;ain in the plans at their maximum level and require
sizable quantities of labor over that time.
The effect on net profit and optimum plans of hiring an additional
labor unit is presented in plans BJ2, BJ6, and BJ8 of Table 18. As can
be seen, although the act of hiring another man adds $8,000 to fixed
costs, the net profit of the plans is greater than that of corresponding
three labor unit plans. Comparing BJl with BJ2, which have three and four
labor units respectively, we find that net profit of BJl is $29,554 while
for BJ2 it is $30,350. That is, if an additional man is hired at a cost
of $8,000 per year, net profit is estimated to increase by $796. Further,
daily working hours for all labor are decreased. The solution therefore
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indicates that hiring an additional man is a profitable adjustment.
Examining the activities that have entered plan BJ2 we find that
with the exception of raising more weanlings and consequently buying more
corn, all enterprises enter at the same level as the parallel three labor
unit plan- Hiring an extra hand merely adds 375 weanlings to annual hog
production.
The solid line in Figure 11 traces out net profit of optimum plans
as corn acreage is reduced when four labor units are employed. The verti
cal distance between this line and the dotted line at any point indicates
the marginal profit of hiring an additional man. As the figure attests,
the profit margin remains constant regardless of which plan is put into
effect. It is therefore always profitable to have four men operating the
farm. We may alternatively state that when three labor units are employed
the resource labor is limiting and is being spread too thinly over the
farm depicted by model 1. its marginal value product is positive and
large. If a fourth labor unit is engaged the marginal value productivity
of labor is still positive but of a smaller magnitude. Utilizing four
labor units leads to a more optimal farm structure than operating the farm
with three.
Another alternative farm structure worthy of consideration is the
possibility of cash renting the cropping land in order that the operators
may specialize in livestock production. The basic model was altered so
that 620 acres of land was rented out at $50 per acre. Of the remaining
100 acres, a maximum of 80 acres could be used for turkey production, the
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remaining twenty being occupied by hog buildings, sheds, grain bins, and
houses. Since the machinery compliment required to operate such a system
is considerably less than that required when 620 acres of land are cropped,
fixed costs were accordingly adjusted. The results of this model are
shown in Table 19, BJIR depicting a situation where three men are em
ployed and BJ2R being where an additional hand is hired.
The net profit when three men are employed is $23,49U - $6,060 less
than plan BJl where 614 acres of corn are raised, but $2,520 more than
where the operators opt to participate in the Governmeat Grain Program
at the fifty percent diversion level.
Table 19 presents the level of activities that have entered the op
timal solution. Greater quantities of corn are purchased than in previous
solutions but since grain storage is no longer at its maximum in any
period, all corn required for livestock production is purchased in period
4 when it is cheapest and is stored until used. In period 1, 327 220 pound
hogs and 500 40 pound weanlings are sold. In period 2 a further 500
weanlings are sold. Ihe activity 'hog expansion 3' enters the solution
at 233 head. Hogs raised for sale in period 3 require farrowing space in
period 2. Since weanlings completely fill this space it is necessary that
the hog expansion activity enter where the returns have been adjusted to
allow for the construction of further farrowing space.
Turkeys enter the solution at the maximum level of 20,000 head and
turkey expansion, where the costs of enlarged facilities are accounted
for, enters at 4,240 head.
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As daily working hours indicate, the seasonal demand Cor labor
under this plan is more even than in plans where crops are grown. It is
no longer necessary for the operators to work up to eleven hours per day
over the spring-summer period.
The effect of hiring an additional hand is shown in BJ2R of Table
19. As with previous situations it is profitable to do this as net profit
increases from $23,494 with three labor units to $24,723 with four labor
units.
The only production activity that is altered from BJIR is hog produc
tion. The plan specifies that 701 hogs should be raised for sale in
period 1.
This concludes the presentation of results of model 1.
B. Model 2
The optimum results of nine separate situations are presented in
Table 20. As with model 1 each situation represents the optimum plans
when either different quantities of labor or different maximum corn acreages
are placed in the model. In model 2 982 acres are available for crop pro
duction, the remaining 58 acres being used for yards, buildings etc.
The net profit resulting from plan BOl where three men are employed
is $44,848. Corn occupies 892 acres and the balance of 90 acres is
utilized as turkey pasture. Neither soybeans, oats, or diverted land
enter this solution. Sensitivity analysis indicates that forcing in an
acrc of soybeans would reduce returns by $6.02 for the marginal acre only.
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Although the analysis specifies that forcing in an acre of diverted land
would reduce returns by a mere $2,34 we must ignore this portion of the
analysis as diverted land cannot enter until corn production is reduced
to below the Federal Government corn base acreage for the farm. This is
491 acres in model 2. The shadow price on oats is 3>38.50 which is con
stant up to 22 acres of oats. Further, sensitivity analysis reveals that
the per acre cost of raising corn (the value in the objective function)
may increase by $3.41 or decrease by $308 before the optimum plan will
alter.
As we might expect the shadow price on land is smaller than in model
1 because a larger area of land is being considered. In model 2 the
marginal revenue resulting from the addition of an extra acre of land is
$59.80 and this remains unchanged up to 1037 acres.
The principal livestock raised under this plan is turkeys, entering
the solution at 27,250 birds. In addition the plan specifies that 172
weanlings be raised for sale in period 2, With such a small number enter
ing the optimal solution it is doubtful whether the operators would main
tain farrowing facilities and a breeding herd merely to produce 172 wean
lings.
In this model the program may select the optimum grain storage capacity
(if in excess of 70,000 bushels) for each plan. In BOl the program finds
it profitable to purchase grain bins which will hold an additional 41,400
bushels of grain. The penalty for purchasing more than this quantity is
1.6 cents per bushel up to 45,625 bushels whereas the penalty for purchas
ing less is 1.4 cents on the marginal bushel only. Turning to the corn
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merchandizing activities we find that most corn Is purchased in period 4
when it is cheapest. Small quantities are purchased in periods 1 and 2
as more storage space becomes available. The balance in storage in
period 3 is sold when corn price is highest. This also means that the
grain bins are empty going into period Uso that harvesting and buying
new seasons corn can take place.
Since the main production activities of this plan, viz., raising corn
and turkeys, are activities requiring spring, summer, and fall labor, we
find that labor is virtually idle over the winter months of period 1, the
program indicating that it is only necessary for each hand to work about
two hours per day- On the other hand during labor periods 2, 3, and 4 labor
utilization is at the maximum allowed having a shadow price of $30.88,
$27.57 and $6.22 per hour in labor periods 2, 3 and ^ respectively. In
model 2 we find that labor has become a far more limiting resource than
in model 1 as indicated by the larger shadow prices on labor. In labor 2
alone the shadow price of $30.88 is constant over the next 153 hours.
That is, the operators forfeit $472U by not working for an additional 1.1
hours each per day during the months March and April.
Plans B07 and B14 illustrate how the basic three labor unit plan
alters when corn is limited to 600 acres (in the case of B07) and when
corn is limited to half of the corn base acreage the other half being
placed in diverted land, (in the case of plan B14),
In B07 net profit has decreased by $2,355 to $42,493- As Table 20
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shows the principal difference is the substitution of soybeans for corn,
the absence of weanling production, and the inclusion of the fattening
of 78 feeder hogs.
In plan B14 net profit has crashed to $34,143, a drop of $10,705 com
pared to BOl. In this plan 227 acres of corn, 402 acres of soybeans, 264
acres of diverted land, and 89 acres of turkey pasture are produced. As
a consequence more corn is purchased and less sold in order to feed 27,100
turkeys and 406 feeder hogs.
The dotted line of Figure 12 traces out the decline in net profit as
corn production is reduced. The slope is almost constant from 892 acres
of corn down to 393 acres where twenty percent of the corn base acreage
is placed into diverted land. The decision to participate further in the
land diversion program involves a more than proportionate drop in profit.
Returning to Table 20, by observing columns B02, BOS, and B15, we see
the effect of hiring an additional hand. Perhaps the most noticeable
difference is the increase in net profit of around $20,000 over the cor
responding three labor unit plan. For B02 net profit is $64,897. Turkeys
have entered at the maximum level of 43,000 birds requiring 142 acres of
pasture. Corn occupies the remaining 840 acres. As with B07 weanlings
for sale in period 2 come into the solution in this case at a level of
143 head. In addition the program specifies fattening 165 feeder hogs
£or sale in period 1. In plan BOS where total corn acreage is limited
to a maximum of 600 acres net profit has declined from $64,897 to $62,845.
Soybeans have substituted for corn. Since some labor is freed when this
substitution occurs a greater quantity of feeders I enter the solution
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(213 head) and 67 feeders for sale in period ^ also come in. Turkeys re
main at the maximum level.
Referring to Figure 12 we note from the solid line that the decrease
in profit as corn acreage is reduced is at the same rate as for the three
labor unit case» being approximately constant down to 393 acres where twenty
percent of the corn base acreage is diverted then falling at a rather
steeper rate as the option to participate in land diversion at greater
than twenty percent is taken.
The upper line of Figure 12 specifies the net profit at various corn
acreages when five men are employed by the farm-firm. As we note the
resultant increase in net profit by hiring an additional hand is $12,500.
The addition to net profit by having five men operate the farm-firm de
picted by model 2 rather than three men is $33,530.
Clearly the marginal value product of hiring extra labor is very large
in this model but is, as we might expect, diminishing as extra units of
labor are added. This is indicated by the smaller vertical distance be
tween four and five labor units than between three and four labor units.
It is extremely profitable for the operators to hire two full time men
and the marginal value product of the last unit is still positive and large.
We can therefore profitably hire more labor than this but since we can only
hire labor in integer quantities and since we have not considered the case
where a sixth man is hired, we cannot tell where the marginal value product
of labor, expressed in net terms, equals zero.
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Plans B03, B09, and B17 of Table 20 identify the level at which ac
tivities should be operated if the plan is to be practiced. We notice
that the basic difference over previous plans is that larger numbers of
weanlings are produced. Working hours have also been reduced in peak
periods and increased in slack periods so that seasonal labor demand is
more even. Labor is still scarce and therefore limiting in two periods.
In period 2 labor has a shadow price of $40.16 per hour which is constant
over the next 102 hours worked, and in labor period 4 the shadow price
of labor of $9.67 per hour hold over the next 181 hours,
C. Model 3
The optimum results of nine separate plans are presented in Table 21.
As with previous models each plan lists the optimum activity level when
either different quantities of labor or different maximum corn acreages
are placed in the model- In model 3 the land area considered is 1390
acres, 1285 acres being available for crop production.
The net profit resulting from plan BIO where three men are employed
is $40,0iv2. In this plan corn enters at 59ii acres, 592 acres being al
located to corn grain production and two acres being used for corn silage
production. Soybeans which require less labor per acre than corn come
into the plan at 572 acres. Since labor is limiting, the program finds
it profitable to reduce the acreage of corn and raise larger acreages of
soybeans. Turkey pasture occupies 70 acres and the balance of 49 acres
goes into diverted land.
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For the first time in these models cattle have entered the solution.
We find that the activity 'yearlings 42A' has come in at 36 head. This
number is so small that it would be difficult for a farmer to justify the
overheads of a system designed to fatten 36 head and we would probably
find that an operator attempting to implement this plan would ignore the
cattle raising activity adjusting the rest of his plan accordingly. The
only other livestock that has entered are turkeys. The plan indicates
that 21,264 head should be raised.
Because of the large acreages of soybeans and corn,grain storage is
insufficient and the plan specifies that bins equivalent to 26,872 bushels
of storage capacity be purchased.
Labor is a very limiting resource over the period March through August
having a shadow price of $30.39 in labor 2, $27.42 in labor 3, and $9.28
in labor 4. Land is also restrictive having a shadow price of $57.71 on
the next acre.
In plan BOl diverted acres were excluded from entering the solution
and corn was free to enter at up to 1285 acres. As Table 21 indicates
corn production falls from 594 to 442 acres, soybeans increase by 200
acres, turkey production decreases marginally by 884 birds, and net profit
Calls by $1,568. Plan BOl would probably be rejected by a farmer since
not only is net profit smaller but a greater acreage of crops using slightly
more labor is required.
plan B14 shows the optimum level of activities when fifty percent of
the corn base acreage is forced into the plan. Net profit has declined
by $8,287 compared to plan BIO. This is because the profitable activity
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of corn production has been curtailed by 273 acres and soybeans have been
unable to increase because of the extra land in diverted pasture. Figure
13 (dotted line) indicates the magnitude of the decrease in net profit as
corn acreage is reduced.
In plans B02, B08, and B15, four units of labor are employed. Since
more labor is now available the high profit but high labor requiring ac
tivities of growing corn and raising turkeys arc expanded over the three
labor unit plans. In B02 corn production has increased to 1164 acres and
turkey raising has jumped to 36,700 birds boosting net profit to $66,228
a net increase of $17,754 over the corresponding three labor unit plan.
That is, investing $8,000 in hiring an extra man has netted the farm-firm
$17,754, No soybeans are produced nor land diverted in this plan. As
with previous plans we find the grain merchandizing activities operating
in such a manner that all bins are filled with grain, either produced or
bought, in period 4. As livestock consume grain in successive periods so
it is replaced by bought corn until period 3 when all that is remaining is
sold leaving the bins empty for the new season's production.
Eleven yearling steers and 304 'weanlings 2* are raised under this
plan. Again, a farmer implementing plan 302 would probably ignore the
eleven head of cattle since it is such a small number and would not warrant
the fixed investment in facilities required.
Labor is also restrictive in this plan in three labor periods having
a shadow price very similar to that of plan BIO. In labor 2 the shadow
price is $30.87 for the marginal hour of labor worked, in labor 3 the
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shadow price is $27.34, while in labor 4 the shadow price is $6.35. Some
what more hours of work over Fall and Winter are required in this plan
compared to plan BlO.
Plans BOS and B15 identify changes in profit and optimum activity
levels when corn acreage is reduced and when diverted land is forced into
the program. In plan BOS corn acreage is reduced to 800 acres, the bal
ance being taken up by soybeans and turkey pasture. Turkey production
has increased by 850 birds, weanlings 2 have left the plan and 133 feeders
to be raised for sale in period 1 have entered. Net profit has fallen
from $66,228 (in B02) to $63,540.
Fifty percent of the corn base acreage is placed into diverted land
under the Federal Government Feed Grain Program in plan B15. This means
that corn may only enter at a maximum of 321 acres while soybeans occupy
521 acres and turkey pasture requires 121 acres. Feeders 1 have increased
to 270 head and feeders 4 have entered at 250 head. Turkey production has
declined back to the B02 plan level of 36,700 birds.
Because of the greatly reduced corn acreage and the impossibility of
fully compensating for this reduction by increasing other activities, net
profit under plan B15 has subsided to $51,930. The solid line of Figure 13
illustrates the interrelationship between net profit and total corn pro-
duction when four labor units are employed. As may be seen the function
decreases approximately monotonically from 1200 acres of corn down to 500
acrcs (where twenty percent of the corn base acreage is diverted) then
falls at a greater rate as the option to participate further in the feed
grain program is accepted.
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The hiring of a fifth labor unit adds approximately $15,500 to the
net profit of equivalent four labor unit plans, as shown in Figure 13.
Since the marginal net profit between four and five labor unit plans
is smaller than that between three and four labor unit plans (as found by
the vertical distance between net profit lines at any point) we know that
we are in a region of diminishing marginal productivity of labor. This
is true since labor is the only parameter that has been altered. Its
marginal productivity is still positive and large however even at the high
est level we have considered.
Plans B03, B09, and B17 of Table 21 specify the optimum activity
levels for various corn acreages when five labor units are engaged. The
net profit resulting from plan B03 is $81,688 which is generated from the
production of 1139 acres of corn grain, 4 acres of corn silage, U3,000
turkeys, 1500 weanlings for sale in period 2, and 53 head of 'calves 22A*.
The plan also indicates that a further 79,000 bushels of grain storage
should be purchased.
With greater availability of labor and therefore the opportunity to
produce more corn and turkeys, the shadow price of land has increased over
earlier plans of model 3 and new stands at $74.30 on the marginal acre.
Also labor is now only restrictive in two periods. In labor period 2
(March and April) the shadow price of labor is $40.12 per hour while in
labor period 4 (July and August) it is $10.07.
Plans B09 and B17 indicate that as corn acreage is reduced, being re
placed by diverted land and soybeans, net profit declines - down to
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$71,064 in plan B17. Turkey production is at its maximum and therefore
cannot increase as more labor becomes available. Weanlings 2 have entered
at a reduced level of 561 head and 'steers 42b* have come in at a prac
ticable level of 348 head. Since less corn is being raised the need for
grain storage is less so that by plan B17 it is not necessary to purchase
any additional grain bins and bins reach maximum capacity only in period 1«
We shall now continue to an examination of the results of model 4.
D. Model 4
Table 22 details the optimum results of nine separate plans. As
with previous models each plan lists the optimum activity level when
either different quantities of labor or different maximum corn acreages
are placed in the model. In model 4 the land area considered is 1680
acres, 1600 acres being available for crop production.
The net profit resulting from plan BOl where three men are employed
is $28,168. In this plan diverted land is excluded from entry but corn
may enter up to the full acreage available. As we see the only corn pro
duced in plan BOl is ten acres for use as silage. Instead of corn being
the principal crop soybeans enter at 1557 acres. Turkey production is at
a low level - 9,910 birds - and the only other livestock coming into the
plan is 168 yearlings 42A. Obviously labor has beccxne extremely restrictive
in this plan as corn and turkey production (high labor requiring activi
ties) are far less than in model 3. Indicative of the scarcity of labor
is the shadcw price on labor. In labor 4 the shadow price is $97.07 on
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the marginal hour, and $15.19 in labor 2, Contrarily, the shadow price
on land is a mere $22.25 indicating that because labor is so limiting an
additional acre of land is not a useful investment- (Although purchasing
an additional acre of land would add $22.25 to gross returns it would also
add in excess of $^*2,00 to fixed costs so that a net loss of approximately
$20.00 would result from the transaction).
In plan BlO up to twenty percent of the corn base acreage of the farm
may be placed in diverted land. When the plan finds it possible to do
this as in plan BlO net profit increases by $6,316 to $34,484. Now corn
grain production is at 291 acres, diverted land at 160 acres, soybeans
occupy 1096 acres and turkey pasture uses 51 acres, allowing turkey produc
tion to increase to 15,580 birds. The eighteen yearlings 42A which are
specified in the plan may be best excluded in practice for reasons given
previously. Plan BlO of model 4 shows that only when acreage is so large
as to make existing labor very scarce, is it profitable to participate in
the feed grain program. All previous plans have recorded a loss in net
profit when diverted land has been forced into the solution.
If fifty percent participation in the feed grain program is forced
into the program as in plan B14 then profit falls compared to when twenty
percent participation is chosen. Plan B14 gives a net profit of $28,789-
$5695 less than plan BlO. When such a large area of land (400 acres) is
diverted as in B14 then sufficient labor is then available to allow a
matching 400 acres of corn to be grown. The remaining land is used for
soybean production (748 acres) and turkey pasture (52 acres). Cattle have
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left the plan entirely and have been replaced by 214 feeder hogs which
are scheduled for sale in periods 1 and 4,
In this plan the shadow price on land has increased to $65.92. For
labor which is restrictive over spring and sunnner the shadow price is
$66.49 on the marginal hour on labor 2, $.40 on labor 3, and $5.92 on
labor 4. The labor demand is very seasonal In this plan being at its
peak over spring and summer, about six hours per day in Call, and averaging
less than two hours per day in winter.
We note that the net profit of model 4 when three labor units are em
ployed is less than that for model 2 and model 3 where smaller acreages
were involved. The reason this is the case is because of the large fixed
costs associated with owning the extra area of land and the inability of
three labor units to farm it sufficiently intensively under the assumed
technology and prices. That is, the resource labor is being spread too
thinly over the land area in model 4 where only three men are employed.
Plans B02, Bll, and B15 indicate the changes in optimum plans that
occur when a fourth hand is hired. Net profit actually doubles going
from $28,168 in BOl to $59,974 in B02. This serves to illustrate the high
marginal productivity of additional labor and how restrictive labor must
be in the three labor unit plans of model 4.
In B02 corn production is at 823 acres all except four acres being
for corn-grain production. Soybeans occupy 678 acres and turkey pasture
fills the remaining 99 acres. Turkey production has now expanded to 30,000
birds and the program states that 66 head of yearlings 42a should be
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fattened. Since a greater quantity of corn is now being produced it is
also profitable to purchase a further 59,U77 bushels of grain storage.
As with previous plans of model 4 the shadow price on labor is very
high. In labor 2 the shadow price is $21.53, in labor 3 it is $8.23,
while in labor 4 it is $63.25 per hour. With such high shadow prices it
is evident that labor is still very obstructive to greater profit even
though an extra hand has been hired. This evidence is confirmed in plans
B03, b16, and B17 where a fifth permanent hand has been employed. The
effect of this is to boost net profit of the farm-firm depicted by model 4
to $85,250 in the case of plan B03 - an increase of over $25,000 compared
to plan B02. The marginal productivity of labor is still obviously very
high although we are in a region of decreasing marginal productivity.
Plan B03 specifies that 1452 acres of land should be used to raise
corn grain, five acres should be for corn silage production, and 142 acres
should be used for turkey pasture. Soybeans and diverted land do not enter
although beans are close to entering as the penalty for producing an acre
of them is only $2.04. Turkey production reaches its maximum of 43,000
birds and weanlings 2, the only other livestock in the plan, enter at
433 head.
With five workers, labor becomes limiting in only two periods and
with smaller shadow prices than previous plans of model 4. The shadow price
in labor 2 is $33.12 and in labor 4 is $16.27.
Since labor was spread so thinly in plan B02 an additional acre of
land is not as valuable as in plan B03 where five labor units are available-
The shadow price of land in B02 is $33.86 while in B03 it has risen to
$70.69.
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Figure 14 illustrates the interaction of net profit and corn acreage
in model 4. The solid line indicates that net profit falls rather rapidly
once corn acreage is reduced below 1000 acres in the Eive labor unit
case. Only three points are given for the four labor unit case as they
extend over the total variability of all four labor unit plans. Again,
profit falls as corn acreage declines. The vertical distance between
the two lines gives the marginal net profitability of hiring an extra
hand.
This concludes the presentation of the results of model 4. We shall
now examine the results of model 5.
E. Model 5
The optimum results of nine separate plans of model 5 are given in
Table 23. As with prior models each plan lists the optimum activity
levels when either labor or maximum corn acreage is varied. In model 5
the land area considered is 2000 acres, 1920 acres being available for crop
production.
Plans BIO, B12, and B14 list the optimum activity levels of the 2000
acre farm when three men are employed. Net profit of these plans varies
from $26,688 to $30,250. We would expect the net profit of these plans to
be less than in models 2, 3, and 4 because in model U, which has less land
than model 5, net profit had begun to decline because of limiting labor
and large fixed costs. That is, under the assumed technology, prices,
possible farm activities, and available labor, we have exceeded the
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optimal farm size. Since this is the case, the plans presented in BlO,
B12, and Bl^i do not represent advisable proposals in terms of practical
farm recommendations and will therefore not be studied further at this
juncture.
In plans B02, Bll, and B15, where four labor units are utilized, net
profit has almost doubled from previous plans of model 5 ranging from
$48,073 in plan B15 to $59,071 in plan Bll. The results of these plans,
listed in Table 23 indicate that it is profitable to participate in the
feed grain program up to the twenty percent diversion level although di
verting more land than this involves some decrease in profit. Examining
plan Bll we find that 760 acres of corn grain and one acre of corn silage
is raised. Turkey pasture uses 84 acres while soybeans is the predominant
crop requiring 882 acres. Diverted land enters at 192 acres (20% of
the corn base acreage). Turkeys are the only livestock raised entering
the program at 25,600 head. The twelve head of cattle that come in are
best ignored for reasons given previously. Because of the large area in
corn and beans it is profitable for the plan to purchase 60,347 bushels of
additional corn storage bringing the farm-firms total storage capacity
up to 130,000 bushels. The program specifies that corn remaining in period
3, approximately 84,000 bushels, should be sold before the end of period
3 while corn should be bought in periods 1, 2, and 4. The soybeans are
stored for about nine months before being sold in period 3, while the
4000 bushels of oats harvested from turkey pasture are stored for sale in
period 1.
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"Labor is the most limiting factor becoming restrictive in three labor
periods. In labor 2 the shadow price of labor is $21-52 which is constant
I
over the next 300 hours. The shadow price on labor 3 of $8.23 holds over
the next 13 hours while in labor 4 labor has a very large shadow price of
$63.25 on the marginal hour only.
The program indicates that the addition of land is not profitable.
The shadow price of $33.86 on land which is constant on 45 additional
acres, is insufficient to cover the fixed costs associated with land
ownership. (If land is purchased at $700 per acre the annual interest
charge on an acre at six percent is $42.00). In fact with the present
resource structure we have an excess of land. The shadow price indicates
that if we deduct an acre of Land from the plan the gross returns (ob
jective function) will be decreased by $33.86, This penalty remains true
down to 1425 acres. However we have seen that an acre of land contributes
in excess of $42.00 to fixed costs. Thus decreasing the land area of
this plan by one acre increases net profit by at least $8.14 and this is
constant until the land area has been reduced by more than 495 acres (1920
acres minus 142 5 acres).
Plans B03, B16, and B17 tabulate optimum activity levels when five
workers are engaged. The net profit of these plans varies from $72,036 to
$83,535 depending on the area of corn raised. Net profit has increased
by approximately $25,000 over the four labor unit plans indicating the
gross shortage of labor experienced in these plans.
In plan B03 labor is still not sufficiently abundant to allow the two
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most profitable but most labor intensive activities of corn and turkey
raising to enter the plan at their maximum level. Corn comes into the
plan at 1188 acres of corn grain and 4 acres of corn silage while 39,378
head of turkeys are raised. Soybeans occupy the remaining 598 acres. Be
sides turkeys the only livestock raised in this plan are 74 yearlings 42A.
With the large production of grains the program finds it profitable to
more than double existing grain storage by adding bins which have a
capacity of 102,000 bushels. This increases the total grain storage
capacity of the farm-firm depicted by model 5 to 172,000 bushels.
Labor remains limiting in these plans over spring and summer. The
shadow price on labor 2 is $21.52 and sensitivity analysis reveals that
this is constant over the following 383 hours. In labor 3 the shadow price
of $8.23 holds over 82 hours and the shadow price on labor U of $63.25
is stable up to an extra 65 hours. From this result we thus might conject
that under the conditions assumed in this model five labor units are sub-
optimal on a farm of 2000 acres. Alternatively we may state that the op
timum sized farm for five labor units is less than 2 000 acres. Our con
jecture is confirmed when we examine the shadow price on land. As with
plan Bll the shadow price of land is $33.86 which we have shown represents
a penalty in excess of $8.00 per acre for having too much land. The
shadow price remains constant over 138 acres indicating that we have at
least 138 acres too many. That is, the marginal productivity of land has
been driven below its price. Without recomputing the problaai we cannot
toll exactly how oversi/ed our farm in model 5 is.
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Plans B16 and B17 show how the optimum plan alters as corn acreage
is reduced and diverted land forced in. Net profit subsides to $72,036
in B17 as forty percent of the corn base acreage is diverted. Soybeans
increase by 200 acres and turkeys increase marginally. In addition feeder
hogs begin to enter the plans reaching levels of 225 feeders 1 and 217
feeders 4 in plan B17. Since less corn grain is being raised the need for
additional grain storage, diminishes so that only 35,000 extra bushels are
specified for B17.
Figure 15 illustrates the effect of corn acreage on net profit. With
the exception of the five labor unit function the relationships shown do
not bear the same resemblance and general shape as similar functions of
other models. The reason that this is so is because the land area is too
large in proportion to the available labor to be completely utilized in
corn production.
In this chapter we have presented the optimum results of models 1
through 5. As mentioned in the preamble to this chapter, with the exception
of emphasizing some obvious points no attempt to make recommendations,
draw inferences, or reach conclusions has been made. These aspects will
be covered in the subsequent chapter.
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VII. RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS, DISCUSSION,
and summary
In this chapter we shall attempt to make recommendations and draw
conclusions from the results presented in Chapter VI, We shall return to
model I and work through to model 5 bringing each model together in a
comparative static framework in order to approximate a growth situation.
A. Recommendations and Conclusions
This study is an attempt to formulate optimum resource use and ac
tivity levels for a specific farm-firm under stated assumptions regarding
farm size and labor utilization. For this reason it is pertinent that
the results be presented as a series of general recommendations which
entrepreneurs of the farm-firm may use as a basis on which to make future
decisions concerning the growth or expansion of their farm-firm.
From model 1 we have seen that it is possible and profitable for the
operators to raise corn, on a continuous basis up to the limit of land avail
able after turkey pasture has been deducted. Although the most profitable
plan is one where 614 acres of corn and 66 acres of turkey pasture are
produced. Figure 11 indicates that the loss in revenue if limited quanti
ties of soybeans are planted is not large. The recommendation therefore
is that if maximum profit is desired the operators of the 720 acre farm-
firm depicted by model 1 should produce corn to the maximum acreage pos
sible after 66 acres of turkey pasture has been sown. If, because of
adverse weather or the emergence of a pest problem, the full 614 acres
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of corn cannot be planted then ttie loss in revenue caused by a reduction
of 120 acres of corn is not large - about $700 net. If the operators de
sire to produce more soybeans than this or participate in the feed grain
program then they must be prepared to accept the drop in net profit re
sulting from such sub-optimal plans as shown in Figure 11.
A further reconutiendation that may be made from model 1 is that re
gardless of the plan implemented it is only marginally profitable to hire
an additional hand. The gross margin resulting from taking this action
is approximately $8,800. In all models we have assumed that the fixed
cost of hiring a permanent man is $8000, so that in model 1 the marginal
net profit derived from utilizing an extra hand is only $800. To the
extent that the entrepreneurs of the farm-firm (a) can hire a permanent
hand at a smaller or greater price, (b) prefer to have more leisure time
letting the hired hand do more work, and (c) are prepared to assume the
responsibility of supervising a hired man, so their decision on this mat
ter will be made.
The results of model 2 show that expansion of the farm-firm by the
aquisition of an additional half section of land is a very profitable ad
justment. From Figure 16 we find that with three labor units net profit
has increased by $15,295 over model 1 to $44,848. The figure also indi
cates that under the assumed conditions the land base should not be ex
panded beyond 1040 acres. In other words, optimum farm size when three
men are employed under the technology, prices, resources, and possible
activities assumed here is in the order of 1040 acres. If the farm-firm
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attempts to expand beyond this by merely increasing its land base then
it will experience a decrease in net profit.
With regard to activity levels of three labor unit plans of model 2
we can make the same recommendations as for model 1, After excluding 90
acres of land for turkey pasture the balance of land should be planted in
corn. The forfeit for not doing this is relatively small however as
Figure 12 attests. If corn production is decreased by 300 acres net
profit falls by only five percent to $42,493.
In model 2 there is no question as to the advisability of hiring a
fourth hand. Gross profit increases by $28,000 over three labor unit
plans. In net terms if hiring an extra hand costs $8,000 as assumed here,
then the increase in net profit is $20,000. The magnitude of marginal
net profit when an extra labor unit is added is indicative of the sub-
optimal labor use in the three labor unit plans of model 2. It is sub-
optimal in the sense that its marginal value product is extremely high.
As Table 20 indicates, we can recommend that a fifth labor unit be
added to the farm-firm since the incremental net profit from doing so is
$12,500. Although the marginal value product of labor has decreased it
is still positive and far exceeds its price. That is, we have not yet
driven the marginal value product of labor to its optimum level - where
it equals the price of hiring an additional hand. When the farm-firm
has five men employed on it net profit rises to $77,379.
Previous recommendations of model 2 concerning activity levels remain
true in the case of five labor units. The most profitable plan is where
the maximum number of turkeys are produced and the maximum acreage of corn
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is raised. The opportunity cost of not adhering entirely to corn but
planting beans or participating up to twenty percent in the feed grain
program is not large as is shown in Figure 12. The operators may prefer
to accept the small decrease in profit in order to diversify their opera
tions .
The decision of the entrepreneurs of the farm-firm to purchase another
32 0 acres to bring total acreage up to 1360 acres as has been done in model
3, must be accompanied by the decision to employ at least four men. As
Figure 16 shows, to attempt to operate a farm of 1360 acres with only
three men under present technology would reduce net profit. Figure 17
however indicates that net profit will increase from $64,897 in model 2
to $66,228 in model 3 when four men are employed. Figure 17 also indi
cates that a farm of 1360 acres gives the maximum net profit of all farm
sizes considered under the assumptions of the models. That is, the op
timum farm size under technology, prices, resources, and activities as
sumed In the study for a four man operation is around 1360 acres. If the
entrepreneurs attempt to expand the land base only beyond this point they
will experience a decrease in net profit.
The optimum activities of four labor unit plans of model 3 are es
sentially the same as model 2. Turkeys enter at 36,000 birds and corn
occupies the remaining land. The opportunity cost of substituting soy
beans for corn is relatively small being only $2,800 or four percent if
364 acres of soybeans replace corn. If the operator wishes to divert
twenty percent of his corn base acreage then the opportunity cost compared
to planting all corn is $6,400, or a decrease of ten percent.
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The results of model 3 listed on Table 21 indicate that it is very
profitable to hire a fifth permanent worker. By doing so net profit of
the farm-firm represented by model 3 is increased from $66,229 to $81,688 -
a net increase of $15,440.
With respect to activity levels of model 3 when five labor units
are employed, the same recommendations as for four labor unit plans are
true. Corn and turkeys remain the most profitable activities. If the
operators wish or find It necessary to plant soybeans then the decrease
in net profit is of a small magnitude - reducing corn by 343 acres and
replacing it with soybeans decreases net profit by less than 3% to
$79,316. If twenty percent of the corn base acreage of the farm is di
verted the decrease in profit is somewhat larger being eight percent or
$3,500.
We have already seen from Figures 16 and 17 that net profit is de
clining when three or four labor units are employed on defined farms larger
than 1360 acres. Thus in model 4 where farm size is 1680 acres the only
profitable labor combination considered is five men. If the operators
desire to own 1680 acres they will require at least five men to operate
the farm-firm at a level more profitable than that depicted by model 3.
Even so, net profit has only increased marginally by $3,500 to $85,250.
Ttxis represents a mere four percent increase in net profit.
As Figure 14 indicates previous recommendations with respect to corn
acrcage remain in force. The most profitable plan is where the highest
proportion of corn is planted. As corn acreage declines net profit falls.
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Model 5 represents a farm of 2000 acres. Figure 18 indicates that
i£ we attempt to expand to this farm size under the assumptions and with
five or fewer labor unitsy net profit will decline in comparison to
smaller operations. Since we are only considering five, four, or three
labor units we cannot recommend that under the present technology a farm
of this size be operated. Figure 18 reveals that the optimum farm size
with five men and other assumptions made is in the vicinity of 1680 acres.
As an overall recommendation for profit maximization we would advise
the operators that subject to present technology, prices, resources, and
activity possibilities considered in this study, the most profitable
structure is one where five units of labor resource are used to operate
a land base of around 1680 acres in the manner specified in plans B03,
B06, or B16 of model 4.
B. Discussion
In the United States, the objective of farm management and production
economics research is typically stated in terms of developing information
useful to decision making by individual farmers (1). This study claims
to meet that objective by providing advice, based on a particular entre
preneur's aims, pertaining to the optimization of a farm-firm. We have
studied several alternative static models and from these have made recom
mendations concerning the optimum combination of resources with activities
to give a restrained profit maximization solution. We have attempted to
incorporate* non-economic aspects of the entrepreneurs objectives by limit
ing the number oC hours that the operators may work per week and by the
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raaximum levels set on several activities.
In order that we keep the results of this study in correct perspec
tive it may be helpful to restate the assumptions in explicit form.
1. Because of the linearity assumption no consideration has been
given to rising costs and time associated with travelling distances be
tween land holdings as farm-firm size increases. The magnitude of these
costs obviously depends on the distance between blocks of land operated
by the farm-firm.
2. We have assumed that land added to successive models is immedi
ately available in the right quantity and correct locality. This assump
tion is probably reasonable when we consider that the area of land within
a four mile radius of the farm-firm headquarters is 25,600 acres and that
over 1000 acres of that has been for sale over the past six months.^
3. The linear programming models used in this study are deterministic-
Prices and yields are given and assumed to be known with certainty.
4. As a series of comparative static models, the study fails to take
account of possible technological advances that will inevitably occur in
future years. Itie models merely portray one year in a farm-firm*s
operation. They are static equilibrium models. The use of a dynamic
model to trace an optimal expansion path was not employed for two reasons.
Firstly, in a real world situation it is only possible for an entrepreneur
to purchase additional land as it comes onto the market. The entrepreneur
^Personal communication with the farm-firm operator.
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must then usually purchase the farm as a whole entity. It is therefore
not realistic to ask a dynamic program "when and hew much additional land
should be purchased." Secondly, given the fact that the farm-firm being
studied does not face a capital limitation problem, if it is profitable
to add land and improvements to the operation then a dynamic program
would probably specify that the changes be made immediately. For these
reasons static models were used.
Glenn Johnson wrote that "Static economics defines the problem of
managing a farm as dealing essentially (1) with resource combinations,
(2) with enterprise combinations, and (3) with levels of input and, hence,
of output. As the academician looks at the management process in opera
tion on farms he realizes that the list of problems solved by static
economics is far too narrow" (31, p. 445). This study succumbs to Johnson's
criticism but we defend the methodology used by asserting that the results
of the study go far in aiding the entrepreneurs of the farm-firm to make
knowledgeable decisions. The study makes no claim to interdisciplinary
breadth which we saw from Chapter 1 is required to support the increasingly
broad concept of management, but rather claims to have answered specific
questions regarding profitable adjustments of the farm-firm. As such the
production economics approach used here has surely contributed to the
management of the farm-firm and may represent a small but perhaps signifi
cant step in the extension of production economics principles from their
"practical application" to "commercial adoption."
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C. Summary
The first chapter of this study dealt with the role of farm manage
ment and management decisions in successful farming. We mentioned the
complexity of the entire decision making process and pointed out that
social scientists, until recently, have had little success in faithfully
simulating decision processes in mechanistic models. We then suggested
linear programming as a tool available to economists which is capable of
overcoming some of the difficulties associated with combining resources
and enterprises.
After defining the objectives of the study and describing the present
farm-firm structure, we continued to review four production economics
principles as applied to linear programming and examine the technique,
model, and methodology of linear programming.
In Chapter V the models used to depict five farm-firm situations were
described. We saw how the program was constructed to handle the problem
of varying returns on diverted land, and how the grain inventory problem
was integrated with the general model to give a coordinated solution.
The results of the models were presented in Chapter VI and the im
plications of them were given in the first part of Chapter VII, Results
showed that a considerable increase in profit was possible in model 1
(720 acre farm) by increasing corn production. From a net profit of
$7,750 under present production patterns of the farm-firm studied, the
potential increase in net profit by reorganizing activities within present
resource restraints to include more corn and turkeys, is in the order of
lOU
$20,000. Model I further showed that the addition of a hired man in
creased net profit marginally (only $800).
Other models confirmed the finding of model 1 that corn and turkey
production were the most profitable enterprises and where not restrained
by labor the program specified that they be produced at their respective
maximum levels. Only when labor became severely limiting (such as when
three labor units were employed on a 2000 acre farm) did it become profit
able for the farm-firm to participate in the Federal Government Feed Grain
Program by diverting land out of corn production.
As farm size increased the models shewed how marginal net profit
from hiring extra labor increased. In all models which had a land base
of 1040 acres or greater it was profitable to hire two extra labor units
bringing to five the total number of men employed on the farm-firm.
Finally, the results of the study showed that under the activities,
restraints, and coefficients considered, optimum farm size when three labor
units are employed is in the vicinity of 1040 acres. When four labor units
are utilized optimum farm size increases to approximately 1360 acres, and
when a fifth man is engaged optimum farm size is in the order of 1680 acres,
In Chapter VII we returned to review and conclude the objectives of
the study.
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Table 7. Hogs; feed fed, cash expenses and net revenue per hog from
birth to slaughter (1968)®
Item Units
Weight at marketing 220 lb
Price per cwt. $17,00
Gross value $37.40
Culled sow weight/hog sold 5.34 lb
Sow valueAiog sold $ .80
Gross receipts $38.20
Feed fed
Corn 10,02 bu.
Supplements $8.95
Annual cash expenses
Feed supplements $8.95
Power and machinery 1.18
Veterinary and med. 1.00
Taxes (livestock and feed) and
interest on livestock .56
Replacement boar 1.02
Total expenses 12.71
Net revenue $25.49
^Source: Farm accounts and records, and (4),
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Table 8. Feeder swine: food fed, cash expenses and net revenue, per
feeder pig for growing-finishing (1968)'
Item
Weight at marketing
Weight when purchased
Price of weanlings
Gross receipts at $.17/lb
Feed fed
Corn
Supplements
Annual cash expenses
Feed supplements
Power and machinery
Veterinary and med.
Taxes (livestock and feed) and
interest on livestock
Price of weanling
Replacement boar
Total expenses
Net revenue
Unit
220 lb
UO lb
$17.40
$37.40
9.71 bu.
$4.75
$4.75
,59
.23
.23
17.40
1.02
$24.22
$13.18
^Source: farm accounts and records, and (4).
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Table 9. Weanling hogs; feed fed, cash expenses, and net revenue
per hog (1968)^
Item
Weight at sale (weaning)
Price per weanling
Gross receipts
Feed fed
Feed supplements^
Corn
Cash expenses
Feed supplements
Power and machinery
Veterinary and med.
Taxes (livestock and feed) and interest
on livestock
Replacement boar
Total expenses
Net revenue
Source: Farm accounts and records and (4).
Unit
40 lb
$16.60
$16.60
5.20
.322 bu
$5.20
.64
.87
.33
1,02
8.96
$8.54
'Includes feed fed to sows and boars per piglet.
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Table 10. Turkeys: Feed fed, cash expenses, and net revenue per turkey
Item Unit (per 10 birds)
Weight at marketing 280 lb
Price per lb $ ,20
Gross value 56,00
Feed fed
Corn 11.35 bushels
Supplements $1U.87
Annual cash expenses
Feed supplements^ $14.87
Poults at $-80 each'^ 8,00
Total expenses $22.87
Net revenue $33.13
Source: Farm accounts and records.
^Feed supplements include the cost of medication added to the feed.
^$.10 has been added to the cost of each poult to allow for death loss.
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Table 12. Approximate replacement cost of a twenty stall farrowing unit
and related equipment, 1967®
Item
Building shell
A. Site preparation
B« Building shell^
C- Utilities^
il Equipment
A. Steel farrowing stalls
B. Electric floor heaters
C. Ventilation system
D. Self feeder for gestating sows
E. Heaters
Cost
$ 50.00
3825.00
1725.00
$2400.00
•600.00
150.00
250.00
200.00
5600.00
3600.00
9200.00
^Source: adapted from Trede (39)«
^Includes concrete foundations and floor, insulated walls and roof.
^Includes water supply, electrical outlets and sewage drains.
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Table 13. Approximate replacement cost of a 500 head open front growing,
finishing building for hogs, 1967^
Item
I Building Shell
A. Site preparation
B. Building shell^
C. Utilities*^
II Equipment
A. Self feeders
B. Automatic heated waterers
C. Interior partitions
Cost
$ 120.00
4400.00
400.00
4920.00
800.00
400.00
300.00
1500.00
642 0.00
'Source: adapted from Trede (39).
'includes concrete foundations and floor, insulated walk and roof.
'Includes water supply, electrical outlets and sewage drains.
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Table 14, Approximate replacement costs of turkey facilities of 6,000
bird capacity (1967)^
Item Cost
A. Brooding building^ $ ^+,500
B. Equipment for above^ 5,900
C- Range shelters and feeders 600
$11,000.00
^Replacement costs were developed in consultation with Mr. Wallace
Ross, Department of Poultry Science, Iowa State University.
^Includes site preparation, concrete floor and foundation, insulated
walls and roof.
c
Includes automatic feeders andwaterers, gas heaters, thermostatical'
ly controlled ventilation, electric outlets and lights, and wire netting
brooding frames.
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Table 17. Annual fixed costs of various sized farms used in the study'
Item Farm size in acres
720 1040 1360 1680 2000
Property taxes 4,932,,50 7,966. 00 10,999.47 13,845.53 17,071.38
Int. on land^ 21,840.,00 35,280, 00 48,720.00 61,320.00 75,600.00
Rent 4,230.,00 4,230. 00 4,230.00 4,230.00 4,230.00
Machinery 6,264,,00 9,764.,00 9,764.00 12,832.00 12,832.00
Corn cribs,
grinder-mixer
etc. 3,302..50 3,302.,50 4,649.81 4,649.81 4,649.81
Hog bldgs and
equip. 1,844. 40 1,844. 40 1,844.40 1,844.40 1,844.40
Turkey " 1,339. 30 1,339. 30 1,339.30 1,339.30 1,339.30
Houses, sheds
and misc. 5,691. 93 5,691. 93 5,920.40 6,854.14 6,856.14
Tiles 585. 00 944. 77 1,304.55 1,638.00 2,024.10
Labor(3 units) 37,300. 00 37,300. 00 37,300.00 37,300.00 37,300.00
Labor(4 units) 45,300. 00 45,300, 00 45,300-00 45,300.00 45,300.00
Labor(5 units) -
- 53,300.00 53,300.00 53,300.00
Total(3 lab-
units) 87,329. 63 107,662. 90 126,071.93 145,853.18 163,745.13
Total (4 ") 95,329. 63 115,662. 90 134,071.93 153,853.18 171,745.13
Total (5 ") - - 142,071.93 161,853.18 179,745.13
^Farm records, Tables 9, 15.
^Calculated as: Total acreage less 200 rented acres, at 6% per annum.
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Tabie 19. Optimum plans for
at $50 per acre
model 1 when 62 0 acres of land are rented out
Name
Activity BJIR BJ2R Units
Labor units 3 4 Men
Gross returns 102,2 94 111,523 $
Net profit 23,494 24,723 $
Rented land 620 620 acres
Turkey pasture 80 80
♦ f
Buy corn 4 33,871 39,925 bushels
Sell oats 3 3,760 3,760 II
Sell hay 61.6 61.6 tons
Hogs 1 327 420 head
Hog expansion 1 0 281 head
Hog expansion 3 233 448 II
Weanlings 1 500 500 It
Weanlings 2 500 500 II
Turkeys 20,000 20,000 ti
Turkey expansion 4,240 4,240 M
Capital transfer 1 35,878 39,492 $
Capital transfer 3 24,638 29,056 It
Capital transfer 4 25,390 18,835 If
Labor 1 3.8 4.4 hours/day
Labor 2 8.0 8.0
ft
Labor 3 9.6 9.0 H
Labor 4 8.5 8.5 ft
Labor 5 6 5.9
t*
Table 20, Opticaum plans Cor model 2 (1040 acres)
Activity BOl B07 B14 B02 BOS
Labor units 3 3 3 4 4
Gross return 152,766 150,588 141,727 180,938 179,150
Net profit 44,848 42,493 34,143 64,897 62,845
Corn 892 600 227 840 600
Turkey pasture 90 92 89 142 142
Soybeans 0 290 402 0 240
Diverted land 0 0 264 0 0
Buy corn 1 318 656 0 799 1,032
Buy corn 2 3,397 3,323 0 5,042 5,001
Buy corn U 12,520 13,120 34,706 20,567 20,833
Sell corn 3 95,944 59,152 28,375 80,342 50,296
Sell oats 2 4,227 4,311 4,204 6,669 6,669
Sell beans 3 0 11,609 16,062 0 9,604
Sell haylage 94. 7 97 98.,4 156 156
Feeders 1 0 78 205 165 213
Feeders k 0 0 201 0 67
Turkeys 13,000 13,000 13,000 13,000 13,000
Turkey expansion 14,250 14,790 X4,100 30,000 30,000
Weanlings 1 0 0 0 0 0
Weanlings 2 172 0 0 143 83
Weanlings exp. 2 0 0 0 0 0
Cap. transfer 1 64,715 62,306 45,625 84,612 81,260
Cap, transfer 3 66,568 56,769 54,078 139,863 44,258
Gap. transfer U 59,579 83,751 62,074 107,056 101,125
Labor 1 1. 9 1.3 1. 1 1.4 1. 3
Labor 2 8. 0 8-0 8. 0 8.0 8. 0
Labor 3 11, 5 11.5 11, 5 11.5 11. 5
Labor 4 8. 5 8,5 8. 5 8.5 8. 5
Labor 5 6. 8 6.0 5, 0 5.9 4. 4
Buy grain bins 41,398 12,200 0 35,012 7,935
B15
4
170,442
54,876
227
139
352
2 64
4,290
49,737
28,375
6,548
14,067
153
350
280
13,000
29,220
0
0
0
60,222
50,800
77,588
0.9
8.0
11,5
8.5
4-6
0
503
5
201,444
77,379
840
142
0
0
1,204
8,283
20,308
77,493
6,669
0
156
0
0
13,000
30,000
0
500
1,008
89,137
152,740
127,419
6.0
8.0
10.1
8.5
10.2
32,448
133
BO9
199,889
75,557
600
142
240
0
819
8,299
20,364
47,559
6,669
9,57^
156
0
0
13,000
30,000
0
500
1,006
88,211
134,228
121,680
6,0
8.0
10.1
8.5
10.2
7,442
B17
194,045
70,406
2 94
142
349
197
7,389
5,636
39,387
36,533
6,669
13,960
156
0
64
13,000
30,000
500
500
1,050
56,004
48,710
84,203
Units
Men
$
Acres
Bushels
ft
ft
Tons
Head
ft
♦I
$
$
6.0 hours/day
R.n •'8.0
10.0
8.5
10.2
0 bushels
Table 21. Optimum plans for Model 3 (1360 acres)
Activity BOl BIO B14 B02 BOS
Labor units 3 3 3 4 4
Gross return 164,546 166,113 157,759 200,300 197,612
Net profit 38,474 40,042 31,755 66,228 63,540
Corn grain 439 592 321 1,163 799
Corn silage 3 2 0 0. 6 0. 7
Turkey pasture 67 70 71 121 124
Soybeans 775 572 571 0 361
Diverted land 0 49 322 0 0
Buy corn 1 1,284 7 97 611 246 82 6
Buy corn 2 6,093 6,109 12,807 10,234 10,299
Buy corn 3 9,930 19,067 11,209 16,761 17,756
Sell corn 3 46,520 65,246 37,456 130,282 84,400
Sell oats 1 3,160 3,298 3,346 5,693 5,840
Sell beans 3 30,997 22,867 22,832 0 14,428
Sell haylage 57 66. 6 78, 3 130 133
Feeders 1 0 0 126 0 113
Feeders ^ 0 0 170 0 0
Weanlings 2 0 0 0 304 0
Weanling exp. 2 0 0 0 0 0
Turkeys 13,000 13,000 13,000 13,000 13,000
Turkey expansion 7,380 8,264 8,573 23,700 24,654
Yearlings 42A 58 36 0 11 13
Steers 42B 0 0 0 0 0
Calves 22A 0 0 0 0 0
Cap. transfer 1 57,283 64,867 102,742 98,554 95,630
Cap. transfer 3 95,468 97,899 120,356 104,888 96,053
Cap. transfer 89,721 97,097 129,429 133,419 125,910
Labor 1 1.6 1. 8 1, 2 2. 1 1. 3
Labor 2 8.0 8. 0 8. 0 8. 0 8. 0
Labor 3 11.5 11. 5 11. 5 11. 5 11. 5
Labor 4 8.5 8. 5 8.,5 8. 5 8. 5
Labor 5 6,3 6. 2 5. 4 6. 9 6. 0
Buy grain bins 15,910 26,872 0 81,093 44,338
135
flis BO3 BO 9 B17 Units
k 5 5 5 Men
185,902 223,760 221,388 213,136 $
51,930 81,688 79,316 71,064 f •
321 1,139 799 386 acres
0 4 0.6 0 It
121 142 142 142 9f
521 0 343 499 M
322 0 0 257 bushels
1,309 901 120 351 tl
18,885 13,448 13,131 17,542 M
19,138 19,698 19,509 42,090 M
32,841 124,085 82,161 25,447 tt
5,690 6,669 6,669 6,669 tl
20,837 0 13,723 19,948 tons
133 116 151 78 head
270 0 0 72 II
250 0 0 0 ri
0 500 500 500 II
0 1,004 1,007 61 »»
13,000 13,000 13,000 13,000 tf
23,688 30,000 30,000 30,000 ft
0 0 0 0 tt
0 0 0 348 ft
0 53 7 0 II
143,914 183,881 92,783 225,402 $
132,62 5 186,905 85,382 124,506 tt
167,880 227,303 127,552 255,014 tt
1.0 4.9 5.4 1.9 hours/day
8.0 8.0 8.0 8.0 tt
11.5 10.1 10.1 11.5 ft
8.5 8.5 8.5 8.5 tt
5.0 7.9 7.9 5.1 tl
0 79,000 43,652 0 bushels
Table 22. Optimum plans for Model 4 (1680 acres)
Activity BOl BIO B14 B02
Labor units 3 3 3 4
Gross return 174,024 180,340 176,586 213,830
Net profit 28,168 34,484 28,789 59,974
Corn grain 0 291 400 819
Corn silage 9,6 1 0 4
Turkey pasture 33 51 52 99
Soybeans 1,557 1,096 748 678
Diverted land 0 160 400 0
Buy corn 1 7,373 403 248 1,455
Buy corn 2 4,836 4,393 4,253 8,755
Buy corn 4 6,524 7,278 8,125 14,355
Sell corn 3 0 30,006 42,770 90,005
Sell oats 1 1,537 2,416 2,442 4,643
Sell beans 3 62,282 43,843 29,921 27,140
Sell haylage 0 51 57 89
Buy haylage 13.5 0 0 0
Feeders 4 0 0 153 0
Feeders 1 0 0 61 0
Weanlings 2 0 0 0 0
Weanling exp. 2 0 0 0 0
Turkeys 9,910 13,000 13,000 13,000
Turkey expansion 0 2,580 2,745 10,938
Yearlings 42A 168 18 0 66
Steers 42B 0 0 0 0
Cap. transfer 1 19,419 63,144 64,078 81,833
Cap. transfer 3 113,210 111,645 105,204 120,717
Cap. transfer 4 64,577 99,404 98,554 122,990
Labor 1 2.9 1.6 1.3 1.7
Labor 2 8.0 8.0 8.0 8.0
Labor 3 11.0 11.5 11.5 11.5
Labor 4 8.5 8.5 8.5 8.5
Labor 5 5.9 6.0 5.8 6.3
Buy grain bins 0 10,267 9,922 59,477
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Bll B15 B03 HI 6 B17 Unit
14 4 5 5 5 men
213,643 202,759 247,106 242,240 232,950 $
59,787 48,996 85,250 80,384 71,188
It
796 400 1,452 800 480 acres
U 0 5 0 0
11
99 102 142 142 142
II
701 698 0 658 658
It
0 400 0 0 32 0
it
l,it58 945 1,177 17 882 bushels
8,7^48 8,336 12,772 12,595 12,494 tl
14,365 16,053 19,764 19,759 21,813 ft
87,206 36,160 163,127 81,486 40,163 tt
4,643 4,786 6,669 6,669 6,669
ft
28,038 2 7,92 6 0 0 26,316 It
90 112 104 147 145 tons
0 0 0 0 0
n
0 223 0 0 2 32
tt
0 182 0 3 182 head
0 0 433 500 500 ir
0 0 0 306 0 vt
13,000 13,000 13,000 13,000 13,000 It
16,938 17,860 30,000 30,999 30,000 n
65 0 0 0 0 rt
0 0 0 40 50 tf
81,660 82,899 209,556 116,442 107,129 $
120,165 95,011 228,830 108,621 87,034 ti
122,603 114,543 262,550 155,779 140,270 tf
1.7 1.2 2.5 2, 8 2.0 hours/day
8.0 8.0 8,0 8. 0 8.0
tl
11.5 11.5 11.2 11. 5 11.5 It
8.5 8.5 8,5 8. 5 8.5
tl
6.3 5.3 7.0 6. 6 5.6 It
57,575 7,92 6 118,225 56,317 16,316 bushels
Table 23. Optimum plans for Model 5 (2000 acres)
Activity BIO B12 Bl^ B02
Labor units 3 3 3 4
Gross return 190,436 193,998 191,239 224,660
Net profit 26,688 30,250 27,532 52,918
Corn grain 0 465 480 161
Corn silage 8 0 0 6
Turkey pasture 16 33 32 73
Soybeans 1,704 1,038 928 1,680
Diverted land 192 384 480 0
Buy corn 1 3,036 0 0 2,178
Buy corn 2 4,665 2,720 2,654 6,974
Buy corn 4 3,827 4,563 4,945 11,206
Sell corn 3 0 53,592 55,459 11,007
Sell oats 1 744 1,562 1,524 3,430
Sell beans 3 68,153 41,518 37,103 67,204
Sell haylage 0 36 36 51
Buy haylage 23 0 0 0
Feeders 1 0 0 0 0
Feeders 4 0 0 102 0
Turkeys 4,795 10,070 9,825 13,000
Turkey expansion 0 0 0 9,116
Yearlings U2A 137 0 0 0
Cap. transfer 1 26,039 66,795 92,072 62,035
Cap. transfer 3 128,688 133,485 156,976 127,417
Cap. transfer 4 71,327 108,613 133,762 107,214
Labor 1 2, 7 1.6 1.5 2. 0
Labor 2 8. 0 8.0 8.0 8. 0
Labor 3 10. 5 11.0 11.1 11. 5
Labor 4 8. 5 8.5 8.5 8. 5
Labor 5 6. 0 6.4 6.2 5. 8
Buy grain bins 128 29,619 27,103 17,320
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Bll B15 BO 3 B16 B17 Unit
k 4 5 5 5 Men
230,819 219,735 263,283 261,355 251,697 $
59,071 48,073 83,535 81,607 72,036
760 480 1,188 956 576 Acres
1 0 4 4 0
tt
84 82 130 130 133
tf
882 878 598 830 827
tt
192 480 0 0 384
If
268 576 1,638 1,667 1,090 bushels
7,038 6,736 11,388 11,316 10,921
t1
11,743 12,921 18,731 18,835 20,461
tl
84,507 48,680 132,256 103,303 54,291
ft
3,971 3,868 6,108 6,108 6,271
ir
35,294 35,108 23,910 33,191 33,063
rt
89 90 121 123 147 tons
0 0 0 0 0
0 119 0 39 225 head
0 216 0 0 217
11
13,000 13,000 13,000 13,000 13,000 II
12,600 11,940 26,378 26,383 27,435 tl
12 0 74 67 0
II
91,803 131,127 105,531 103,743 178,083 $
136,961 166,417 144,442 150,925 186,611 tt
136,966 170,350 154,927 138,733 216,130 ff
1. 5 1.3 1.7 1.6 1.2 hrs/day
8. 0 8.0 8.0 8-0 8.0
II
11, 5 11.5 11.5 11.5 11,5
M
3. 5 8.5 8.5 8.5 8.5
II
6, 3 5.6 6.4 6.2 5.4
60,347 25,108 102,386 82,716 35,063 bushels
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X. APPENDIX G
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TAUlH ^4- utM^UTL^' P;<li^<TUuT 0^ MijLLL
HLk<S
N i:tTUKrJS
L LANLA
L LANG0
1- LANLiC
L RHSA
L r<HS13
L iUtSC
L .<h^U
I iumklam;
L Liji-;Ni^t<LL)
L Cu;<i\SiL
L CAlGf^^
L HuANS
L HAYL
L LAaLhi
L LABtjK^
L LA4iLK3
L LAilUK^
L LAbGs<3
L CAHiPLYl
L CAPSPLY^i
t CAPSPLY3
L CAPSPLY4
t HCUSTSl
L: i-ccsr^z:
i: hCU S T:i J
h i" cGij 1 i>4
t PtKlCJji
L H tK UjJ Z
£ P(-:hICU'3
Id PtKlCU^
h PviRlUUiA
t PlHICC^A
a PLKlUOiA
L peKiuo^A
fc PtKICCli
c PE;<^IULI£2
t PtKlCUJj
L ft: K1 Clj^4
L GilHMAXi
L GSJRffxXZ
L oSIRMAXi
L uS i R AX
L 1 UKK^AXI
L ijkkmax;;
L i-AKtM/iXi
L hAhUMAXi
L 1 Ai^L-MAXi
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TAbLt ^4. (CLNTi NLi.U) .
FttDMAXl
ettL(^AX2
i^l:£U^AXJ
f bcOMAX4
CLUMNS
CLKNG KUILKKS -34«/4i^ LAMJA 1 • OL G
CURNG LAbORl .28C
CLKKti LAbCh^ •430 LAdUR3 .7ac
C OKNt* LAaLiR4 • 790 LAtiLfO imlbV
CGKIVG CAPSPLYl .24U CAPSPLY2 23.i3C
CLKNG CAPSPtY3 4.110 CAPSPLY4 3 .200
CUKi\G PtK I01J44 -l^b.OCl Clji-<^PKUU —12 b « CO u
LCRNS HcTUt^XS -42.77C LAi-JUA 1 • CA*w
CLf<i\S CUKf^Sl L ~21•c C LA&LRi .190
t-Li<KS LABOK^ .43C LAdU1<3 1.2 70
C C K S LAeLK4 3.tilC LAKLK5) 7.i2C
CAPSPLYl CAPSPLY2 23.bi:u
CLHNS CAP^iPLYi d • uOl CAPSPLY4 9« 9v C
PASTUKE HLTLRNS -9.C5C LANLiC 1.000
PASTOKfc rUi<KLAiNiU "" 1 • C UA "4 7 . vy 0 0
PASTURh HAYL —1 • lOu LAtiLiKi • 130
PASfUKt; LAbOK^ . 340 LAoLKr. .420
PASrUKl; LAbUK4 1.^4u LAisUtv b • ^ 7k/
PASTOkb CAPSPLYl .230 CAPSPLY2 ?.7bO
PASTUKt oAPSPLYi • blL CAPSPLY4 .260
PASTtKt Pcf^lLCliA —47•LLC
uAI S REiTUKNS 12 • C 3 LAKCC 1 • 0 c L'
LATii CAT GKiM -95.C0C LAiiJKl • 270
CATS LAfcJCK^ •6oO LABUi\3 .250
CATS LAbOK4 • 660 LABLR5 .350
CATS CAPSPLYI • 2iv/ CAPSPLY2 10.60C
OATS CAPSPLY3 .79u CAPSPLY4 .25'J
LATS Pi£RlGLiJA -95.CuC
StYtJKS UtTURNS —14 •doC LAN DC I.OOC
ScYbNS a^iANS "41•OC C LMbURi .200
SGYBNS LAbUKt .460 LAbLR3 .7b0
SCY3NS LAeGR4 .650 LABUK5 • oGO
SGYhNS CAPSPLYl .16C CAPSPLY2 9.430
SuYtiNS CAPSPLY3 i>£>C CAPSPLY4 .710
SLY15KS Pi: l-ilCC4A —40 .uuO
IjL ^0 KL lUKrjs 7y.6Bl LANUii 1 .00
la.^joc Jl « u U C LAii;jR i . JIC
UL-^0 LAt;CK^ .!>3U LAtiUKJ .21C
DL^C LAIiU;<4 .CIC tAP5PLY2 -1O.390
UL20 CAP6PLYJ -6i.29C RHSa l.cGO
JL4U KL rUKNS 70.230 LANDB 1 .OCU
t;L40 LaNUC l.UOC LABOKi • Oli.
DL4U LAtiCHZ • 530 LAttOR3 • 210
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TABLh (CuMTii\UcJ)
uLAO LAIJCK4 • «.. 1 CAPiJ-LY^. ~1u
L3L4^ OAP^PLYJ — »t. ii c kHSC 1 • 'w J L
ULiiO Kt 1 o Ki\S Od mZfl L L A.\ u o X • L UW
uLbv LAMJC X • ^ w b LAbGM • U1 u
l:L5o LAbbH^ .530 LAtiLiK j .ZIC
ULliC L A c L • U Iw CAP:>PLYi -X^.blL
ULbL UAPSPLY3 -ii2. Sfcv, KHi>U 1 . U I) 0
CLSi LANLA ""1 • «.<' b LAi\ LiLi X• L c c
CLil LAi\*JC 1 • t. 'wC •
CLS2 LAfsiDA - LANL>o 1 • 0 C L
CLS^ KHSA X L: •
bUYCuH.^I KElUk^S ~ i • s« w
UUVCLKlxli CAPSPLYi i • w6u PUi^lUU i ~ X • 0 c c
BLYCCKN^ Ku 1 UKfvS -i •'J90
HUYLbHiNi CAPSPLY^? 1 • L,' 9 C Peril CUZ ~ i ♦ C v- 0
BtYCLKN^ t^LTUHNS -l.i7U
rfUYCLKi\3 CAPSPLY3 i.i7t PcKlLU3 X • 00 u
eUYCcU\^ KtTU.^t.Ni
BLYLClii-J^ uAPSPLY^ X ••> f- LK lL.t*t ~ X • ^ U L
StLCbKiM i i\ i: T tjKN j i • C ^ L
bhLCti< Ki CAP5PLY I PtKlbLUl i. • V c
St LC Ci<M CLKKPULIJ 1 • u Lr0
i> c L C Li!<l\ 2 KlTUKNS 1 • L !? Lf
LAPSPLY^ -i •«jt>U PtK^uU.^^: X • L t u
t,LKi^Pi<L>U i • cot
btLCLKNJ l^L-rUK(\S 1. 13U
iLLCLKiXJ CAPSPLYj -1. 130 Pti-(lci.33 X U U
S LL J cuknpkud 1 • u C 0
^L-LClKN4 KcTUR^:i i.ooC
S.~ LC H LAPiPLY4 ""1« C0 0 PtRKLH-V X*0 k/«j
S tLCCK!\4 CLKi\PKtJb 1 « VC C
StLLLAIl KdTUKNi> «6b0 LATGKK X *1/00
SLLi.bATi CAPSPLYi —• o6C Pt;<ici:iA X • ij c u
.StLLLAT^ HcTURNS • 7 0 C iJATGRISi X• v.> ^ 0
ScLLLATi CAPSPLYi -.7LC PfckICC2A i -ccc
SfciLLATi XiiTUWo • cAc UA T K K X* ouC
bLLLlATJ CAPiPLY3 — .aAu PtHlLL 3A X.cCC
^bLLLAT4 KhTLRNS • D C C> CATotii\ 1 • U <j0
StLLbAF^ CAPSPLY4 — • buO PLKiUU4A X . C L c
StLLSiiSi k<L T t k^S Z .300 dt AiMS X • <j u 0
SLLLi>,l5 1 CAPSPLY1 —2• "uL PiiKlUUiA 1 • l) C
bL LLSd:>*^ KlIUHNS atANli X• '^ 0
bL UAPSPLY^ -2.3r.c PI;KI LU^A X • o C L>
^fcLLiiiiS J KLTUKNS #10 riLAfMi) X • Cf C o
LLSBIil tAPbPLYi -?-/10 PtKlLLjA X • 's> w c
StLL fU: 1 UKW i> B h MN S 1 • C u U
S t L L :> S ^ CAPSPLY4 ~2m^UL PcK Iul>4A i • u c L
ihCLHAYL Kt:TUk^i^ 9.obo hAYL X *00 iJ
iitLLKAYL LAPSPLY3 —*>• 6 50
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lAuLt: 24. (UCINrXNLtJ)
eUYHAYL t: T Urs N J - Ic.Tbu HAYL •" L • L- C
bUYHAYt CAP5PLY3
1 l<cTUH.\S tSC
HCGSi LAfcLKl LAauK^ .bll,
HliOS 1 LAtiUKJ • bOu LAbL;K4 .•/7u
hLGSl LAbUKt) • ti C u GAPSPLYi
HCGSI et-tUf'AXi ^ t; cGF AXH . w G
HuGi>i CAPSPLY4 33C pLiUULl 4 . o b t
HLGSi PtU ILG^i .430 PlKIJL.3 . iSC
hfjGS 1 PqKI LlJ^ hAKGNAX'f L . i- t ' -J
hLGS^ Ki:iUR\o
HLGS.i LAtJLHi • (5 Ci V LAUUK^ • ':fCC
HUGS^ LAciUK J . ilU L AHLi'-4
HLGS.; LAtiCHt> .771 CAPSPLYi 6.3£C
HUGb? htt:U^AXi. . b 0 0 t-LcL/AX^ 1 . «.> O'
HOGS I LAPi>PLY2 -29. e'-t PLKiiJUi 4 . ob V
HCGS^ Pth ILG.d 4 . d b u PcK11j03 • 430
HOGSi; PiiKiUU4 • i Si0 F AKG^.AX1 1 . ^ WG
hi_GS3 RlTUKiNS ^9.68L
rlt.Go3 LAbCKl ./7k. LAbLK2 • bbi
hoGS j LAtiOH 3 . bfcC LAbGK4 • bio
HCGSJ LAljCK:^ .5t)0 CAPSPLY2 6. jtiu
huGo 3 ^ LtUMAX2 • bCu FLtuf^AX3 1 . U v> u
hLGS 3 CAPSPLy3 -itj.cto PtKiuUJ • i9u
HCGS3 PtklCU^ 4 . cl 'j o Pb)<lGi:3 4.85C
hijGS 3 PLK ICL^ .43C hAKL)*'AX2 I • ggO
HGGS4 KLTUK.'JS 2b.V 7l
HLGS4 LAULKi . bbu LAbGK2 .770
hGGS4 LAliOK 3 . SSt LA;iiji<4 • b&i>
HuGS4 LAi3Lf^i> • 7 i J CAPSPtY3 c . 3 3 0
HGGS4 F tltOMAX J t-LL-UfAX^ 1 • <w s/G
Ht.GS4 GAPSPLyt -3i.4cG PLiUOU 1 .*t3C
HCGS4 PLKICG^ .lyo PLK1CJL3 't • ti b C
HUGS4 PuK iijlJ4 4. tbt FAKL^!AX3 1 .uGO
FhcLtKi KhTUHNS ib•dtiL
J-ctUtKi LAbLKl .310 LAiiLf<4 . oOo
hiztOLRi LAbOK3 « 6iC CAPi.PLYi —2 6.c 9G
F£LGci<l »-ttL^AX4 • lJuO •
hirdUcK 1 CAPSPLY^ li.olC PcKluOl 4. <5b V
i^cLCtKl P t 1G' U-H- 4.ebi. pLfcurtAXl 1. 0 L G
KhTGKNi i2.42u
tttCbk^ LA6LJi< i . 66^ LaoiJi<2 * G2 0
HtcDhi-ii:: LAtGKj .310 CAPSPLYi 11.4JG
1-l.uUlK^ h L c 1 . ^ ^ 0 •
i-L tCLK^ CAi-iPL Y^ - d . iJiiC PLKlci> i 4. C3 0
«" L t: U L K <L Pt i' 4 he LiiMAA 1 .bu ^
i- i: fcULK 3 lUKlSib It. bdv-
t t. LCtRj I AtiCK^ . L AbtJV. i • u2 C
1 CtUtK i LAdIjK4 . G CAPiPLY2 12 .buo
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TAHtt 24. (CC.\TI^JLl:)
l-ckLtR3 I" bt: LMA X j i • L u C
UAFSPLYi -i9,o8u PbR UjlJ^ • c isC
ht:hUci\ 3 HtHllUj . c?bo FLtDWAX?. • ? V 0
FtE0tK4 htVUHNS 14. 5i>i.
f"Ci_Ui:K4 LAbLR:i LAbUR^ • c ^ L
hctDtK^ LAbUKli .310 CAPSPLY3 i 1 • 01 u
F L b C h K4 i-btXMAX^ 1 • ^ 0 o •
f-hcULi<^ CAPSt^LY4 —^ t> • PlRIuCij 4 .dl^o
t LtL)Li<'+ !'uK 1U1)4 A, ab h i-} • b MA X 3 • DL w
ift t /i Nt: 1 Ul-il\S a.teiu
V.i:.ANci< i LAHLKi LAiiLR.i « 1 JV./
W t. A N t: H 1 L acl; • ^ V/V LAbuR 4
Aj\;.;KX LAbL Hti mf iu CAPSPLY1 —7.oCc
U c Ak lR i FAKiJMAXl 1 • L 'J 0 #
wcAM:Ki CAPSPLY^ -.b20 P£KlUi:i
hi. A Nhk^ Rfc; TLRNS 8 • C
rttAN tfi^^ LAbORi . 77l LA.3uR c * icu
>M;ANt:K2 LAtiCRJ • Xu j LAbUR^ • 2oC
lAiiUkti • iiSo CaPSPLY^I
h ARL'MAX^ 1« 0 0 u •
VvcANEK2 CrtRiPLY3 -•7t>0 HbRlCb2 • UC J
in LAN CR 5 Kt:! URNS y # t (J Ci
ttLAMzKi LAbCRl - 55C L AvJtjR • 77(.
hcANiiR 3 LAiiCRJ .l.^U LAtjL)R4 • I'ju
rthANLR3 LAbUR5 • ^:cc CAPSPLY3 -ti. 7b'^
l\ c A N»_ K j FAKL^AX:} 1 aOvyO •
vtcAMlii j CAHi>PLY4 — • t Pi:Ki Lt;3 • bou
ivfc Ahtt<4 RCI URtSioi 7.7iiL:
V»L: AimLK^ LAliLRi # /dO 0 LAbL.Rj
»^tAi\LR4 LAeCRJ .77iJ LAilijR''i • i<iC
Kil AN tK4 I AbtKt) • 1 J\> CAPS PLY i 7bu
Wt.Al\ cK4 HAKLIMAXi 1 • L V C
Wt ANt:R4 CAPSPLY4 -7.JOC PbKiui:)4 • CbC
ILKKcYS Rh i LRKS 33.130 i URKLA\b 33
ToRKcY-S LALiUK4i .25S
iURKbYi LABLK3 • 33^ LAVt;uR4 .113
TURKtYi LAbORS) .117 CAPSPLY^ 7.270
TURKLYS CAPSPLY3 -i6.37Ci CAPSPLY^ -23.d3C
TLRKcYS PtkiCu/i l.i:>u PbRlCG3 :> .67o
TURKtyS P IfK lCiu4 4. i:3C ri-RKMAXi 1 .UCu'
HCGiitXl RtTURKS 24.y7U
HCG^l XI LAbCRl «:)o C LAbCR^^ • 51j
hCGScXl LAbORi . be C LAbl.Jk4 .77u
HuGSLXi LAbLK3 • 66V CAPSPLYl -3^.'^1C
hu(iSLX i Cap SPLIf-i 7.4'iC PL-Ri tbl 4 • bb w
hLLShXl PLK iLb^ .^i3C PlR iub 3 . ISu
HLO^l.XL Hi i\i l-i.>4 4.i:bL •
hCG^tX^ RL I UKN;>
HloSLX.< LAtiLRi • ^Ki w LAbUK^ • bbv^
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TAtiLh ( COi^r INULJ ) .
HUO X i. L A u L tv 3 • > 1 u L
hC GS tX 2 L AfclJK!:> -77l CAPiPLVi
7.4 -3v
h i_t» S LX ^ CAPSPLY^ —.030 PcK iuci
• Cjt>u
ribGScX^ p 1;R lUtJiL 't • d 1j c PL-.U Cu3
♦Hi ^
H,lGSlX^ P11< i 0 L.4 •
•
HLUSt X3 KlTLKMj ^6 aOOCl
• dbw
HJOSLXJ LAbtJKl . r/c LalJUK^
HH^ibXi LAeLR3 • 3t>C LA5Uk4
• blC
Sc X -i LAbCR!^ • 'j i>w CAP:>PLYi
7 .49w
hCisii cX 3 tAPSPLY3 -55.49L PCRiUu1
• iS c
hLGSt:X3 PtKlLL^ P CK 1 0 ij 3 4 *13^0
hiJGStX3 PtRi(J04 - ^3L «
hLG5cX4 KET UKNj ^J.290
.7 7JtAbUHl .be)C i_AoL i<2
I- i_Gi>tX4 LAduKi LAiiOK4
• *3C C
HCGStX^ LAt*LK!3 • ^10 CAP:>PLY3 7*^40
HOuStX^ CAPSPLY4 —JCi. 73C Pli<I LLi • 430
HCGStX''+ PtK lLO^ • Pl:i\iCO i •f • <3u
1") Ij kj i) 1- X 4 PlKI LLt4 •
l^rtL.Xl KLTlJKi\b 14* C ? L
• O '<.<
* LcuLXI LABLKl • 3 1. L A JUiv 4
l-t-ijL)cXl LAiioR:J .61L CaPSPLYI -cvm 7 jO
I- ULClXI LAHSPL Y'l X ^ C w Pt-KlUi;! t • fcS)o
hi.liULXl PLK1LU4 4 • ') *3«J #
r tbui^x^^ 11. iJ^L
i•ktCLX^ LAbC lU • lijO L L AbUK^i
hrrUIiX^ LAbCrt3 • 3 i c CAPjPLYi ll.di)U
htLi;cx^ cAPi>PLY2 -kj«c?C Pt.KlijUl 4» o3C
t-l-hObXZ PilKiuO^ 4 .830 •
f LELicX3 LAuUKi. • tJ C LAoLKi • o 21./
1- ttLCXi RcTUl^Ni 15,Sl:0
rtcLicX-i LAoLk^ • .3 1 CAPbPLY^ 12.9!>s:
Kl ilij LX -j CAPSPLY3 -2ii. S3C PlKIuLj^ 4» »53i-
hhtLLXJ PbKlL'Uj .B'jo •
Ft£t:0f-X4 HhTORNi 1
1-tLCtX^t LAtuK3 • d6s. LAouK4
>^i:tULX4 LAiiLKa • :> i*- CAPSFLYi X I*06^
I-lLLUX-V CAPbPLYA biL Pt-KlLi^i
h t t:.UcX4 4,.?3l •
ht: ANc XI Kh TLK^^ 7. dLl.
WtANtX I LAUUKi • 1 £.C LaouK^ • 1 u
AMXi LAilLKj. jO LAtu:u<« • 'j t'- L
wi. Arji.xi L aijIjK. t» . / /o CA P :>Pi.Yl ~ / ♦ i)2 0
AMXi LAPjPLY^ —• 1 u plk iOii i • Odt
Vit AfVu KL 1 Ij K N 5 t.)U
Ui-ANtX/i LAtiU-(i . ? V(. LA*iUK<i • I w
ifvLA^ L X2 LAiJLKi • it' w L ALjd«4
X^ LAijGK3 • jbC LAPSPLY^: -7.40^
V,cAMcX2 cap:>plyj • \-iy L PLR1Ul)2 • cbu
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lAi^Lc ( Lu(\ 11 NLt'J)
A^ La3 »< l:T U f<N^ d • / '/.\j
iftL ANe: / 3 LAliLrt 1 L.-\iJLK2 , 7 7 vy
ivi=AMXJ LAH0H3 • i^L LAtiL»K4 • 1C
htANc X3 LAbLi-i3 • 2i-u GAPSPLYj - VJ • D 3 u
tit;Ai^ Lx i CAPoPLY4 ISL PLRIuG3 • O d J
^.tA^LX4 t^tTURKS c ,90'.
WbANtXA LAbCKl LAGGK2
MAKtX't L AiiljK J .77t LAbuK4 • I2c
VkhAM.XA LAiiLiO • lu c GAPiKLY1
1
•
h"
r.
'A r_ AiNi c. X cAPSPLV^ —fc» 7t»L Pi:t;l LG4 • oUo
rUKKi-X WlI L.i<Ni» ^2. itc fUKKLANG .w33
TLisKcX LAuLi<Z *C'->
TURKtX L A ii (J K 3 • 3 j; <r' LAGGk^ .XX3
lUKKhX LAt^LR& .il7 GAPSPLY2 y .^4l
TUKKiiX oAPSPLYj —16# D ?G CAP:,PLY4 —2 3 • o > u
TUKKLX PLi'< HjU2 1.13C PLKluUi !j • o 7
TOKKt X pLRICi;4 iUKKh^Xz X • G Gu
ClRl CAPSPLYi 1 • CG u CAPSPLYZ —X•Ggg
CAPSPLY2 1 • 'w ^ C CAPiPLY J - X• C C u
CJtiJ cAPSFLY3 1. C C 0 GAPSPLY4 ~ X • U -
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